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Introduction 

· The goal of this investigation is the clarification of 

the role which socialization plays in work groups. In order to 

reach this goal, this study will be divided into two areas. Of 

primary interest is the construction of a theoretical scheme 

which defines socialization and states some sort of relation 

between it and the behavioral patterns which are observed. In 

the se·cond part, work groups are reviewed with attention given to 

s-tructures and to the ways in which the groups assimilate new 

~embers. In addition, the importance of the socialization mechanisms 

wit~ respect to life within the work groups is considered • 

. The development o! the study_ proceeds from the general to 

the· specific. Socialization as a process is discussed independently 

of its role in the various periods of an individual's life. 

A!ter this, it is discussed with . respect to ·.1 ts manifestation and 

significance in adult life. An interlude follows with the discussion 

of ne·cess~ry concepts for the final consideration of life in work 

groups. In this last section, an attempt is made to tie the pre

ceding sections -together in the discussion of the work situation. 

In :the se·ct1on on work studies, several investigations -_of_ 

· wo::rk situations which have been made by prominent sociologists 

dre reviewed. There are two purposes for this part: to lend support 

to the generalizations made in the first part; and to draw con-
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clusions to be taken as hypotheses in need of confirmation. The 

studies were S3lected with hopes of providing a broad range of 

situations on which to draw • . 

Throughout the work, the word "socialize" is avoided. It 

1s the opinion of the writer that its use leads to a mistaken 

view of the process. If one uses the verbal form, he implies that 

the individual is the object of the process when, in fact, elements 
\. 

peculiar to ea.ch individual have an instrumental part in it (1.e. 

inherent physical and mental abilities, and the effects of previous 

socialization). When the noun "socialization" is used, the 

combination of many -dynamic elements 1s referred to without inferring 

a causal r~lationship between them. When the verb "socialize" is 

useo., a causal relationship between subject and object is implied, 

take, for example: "Peer groups socialize children;" or "<11'-iildren 

_are socialized by peer groups." The implication is different when 

one says: "C'nild socialization takes place in peer groups." 

. i . 



Part -I. 

Understanding the Process 



A. WHAT IS SOCIALIZATI Oi-I ? 

At the very beginn ing of t his investigation, before 

we can deal with any oth er problam, it -1s important. that 11e 

achieve some clarity with r espect to t h e concept wt ich forms 

the cen ter of its subject. It wo uld be much simpl er for us 

if the term "socialization" were applied without variation 

to a definite s ~t of phenomena but, unfortun~tely, s u e~ is 

not the case. Depending upon t h e individual, his di s cipline, 

and · the particular s ubject of his study, t h e word socializa tion 

ass u~as different proportion~. ~1th some, emphasis is put 

prl~arlly upon socialization as it manifests itself in childhood. 

In t his 6ontsxt it 1s the proces s by w~ich ~ child develops 

the perceptual and cognitive mech a:..1.is ms neces s ary for partici

pation i n human society. In so doing , t he se t heorists main tain 

that it 1s of primary significan ce in t h e construction of that 

edifice of the . mind, · the salf. To oth ers, socialization in 

ch ildhood 1s saen as . constituting a phasa in wh ich limitatio~s 

are made upon t h e rfu~s e of possible behavioral patterns rather· 

_t han _one in which these patterns are determined.I Looking over 

some of t h e definitions which have been made in the past, we 

find that the list of e~emeuts it is said to transmit includes 

_ . -1 Theodora R. Se1. rbin, "rtole Theory," in Gardnar Lindzey, 
( ed~ t _or), nand book · of So ci 3.1 Ps yc'crnlo gy , (Cambridge , ~-1as sac.h.use tta: 

.. Addison-~Iesley Publis hin~ CoJiip an . .,, Inc. 1954), Vol. I, pp. 244. 



the following: customs, ·1deas, amb1t1ons,2 values, norms,3 

feelings, sentiments,4 apperceptive capabilities,5 disciplines, 

aspirations, roles, attitudes an.d skills.6 This 11st is not 

cited in order to choose among them for it is obvious that they 

-overlap one another and that these terms themselves would re

.quire much attention and lengthy definition. 

There are, however, certain patterns which emerge from 

this 11st which may help us. It appears that the process ·is 

acgu1sit1ve in nature. It involves the transmission of segments 

·of culture from the social environment to the individual. As 

such, it involves perception and learning, both of which may 

be either conscious or unconscious. Without becoming enmeshed 

in the difficulties of expanding the theoretical framework to 
. . 

encompass such constructs as the "self" and the "personality," 

2 

attention should . be given to a second aspect of socialization. 

When an individual takes part in socialization, he becomes a part 

2Ralph Ross and Ernest Van den Haag,~ Fabric of Society 
_(New York: Harcourt, Brace and .Co, 1957), p. 10. 

·3And1e L. Knutson, The Individual, Societ~ and Health 
Behavior (New York: RusseilSage Foundation, 19 5),p. 315. 

4Frederick Elkin, 1h.§!. C'ni1.d 2 Society (New York: Random 
House, 1960), p. 4. - · - · · 

SGeorge Herbert Mead, Mind,~ and Society ed. Charles 
w. Morris,_ (C1n.icago: Un1vers!Vo.f Chicago :Press, 1934), pp. 136-137. • 

. 6Leonard Broom and Philip Selznick, Sociology, (New York: . 
Barper ·and Row, 1963), p. 95. 



of the group and it becomes a part of him. He acquires characteristics 

t'rom it which enable him to fit into its matrix of social forces 

and, 1n so doing, makes it a part of himself. Th~s process is _ 

known as inte~nalization. Through its operation, significance 

1s placed upon thos~ learned things that come to be associated 

1n varying degrees with identity. It has been said that "It 

means, literally putting inside the social personality, modes 

of action and thoughtways so they become, 1n the .f\1ture, -the 

bases for behavior and thought."7 

There often arise situations in which an individual 1s 

rejecteo. by a group for one reason or another. In such cases 

alienation may develop which has an effect which can be under

stood a.s socialization. This may arise from an incompatibility 

between the individual q.Ild the .group, either actual or merely 

fel~, which prevents his assimilation by it. it may also 

arise out of the ostracism by ·that group of a member who was 

unwilling or unable to make an adequate adjustment to its 

. conditions.. In both cases the socialization process is dis~ 

rupted.8_ Rejection necessitates some sort of compensating 

adjustment. This may be carried out through membership in an 

alternate group or in a _ change in attitude toward the original 

group. Such a change would presumably include the revaluation 

7Robert Dubin, lbe World of Work ·(Englewood Cliffs, New 
- Jersey, Prentice Hall, !958), p.21~ 

8ca1vin s. Hall and Gardner Lindzey, "Psychoanalytic 
Theory and Its A~plications in the Social Sciences," in Gardner 
L1ndzey, (editor), op. cit. vol. I, pl 165. - -

.... • 
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of its demands and the. patterns of behavior whicn are t heir 

consequences. Some change in the beliefs and concepts which 

, · 9 serve ~s ego-defense mechanisms is highly prooable. Suci1 

. changes may be attributed diractly to the influences . of the 

original group and can, t herefore, be accurately considered as 

socialization. 

4 

Socialization begins witL. t h e first .,contacts between 

mother and child. :rhera is no reason to limit it to cnildhood, 

however, This is maintained in spita of t he conte~tions .of the 

Freudian brand of psychoanalysis, that much of tcie behavior 

of adults is conditioned if not d8termined by t heir experiences 

in childhood. It :is recognized t hat t hese early experiences 

are pervasive and of paramow1t importance. · However, evidence, 

~eflected in the studies to be reviewed later, i nd ica tes t ~at 

som.,3 emphasis s h ould be :placed upon socializatio11 as · it ma..'1.ifests 

itself in later life, particularly t ~at exp erienced in work groups. 

In his book,_ ~ C:·1ild and Societv , Frederick Elkin 

defines socialization as follows·: "tne process by whicfl -somamie 

.leirns t h e ways of~ givan sciciety or social gr cup so t hat he 

can f unction with in it.rrlo What does t ~1e word "f1.mction" mean? 

This question -will be d~alt with mora explicitly later ~1th 
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reference to the work situation. But if t c. e significa.i.vice of 

socialization and its part in social life is to be understood, 

·1t deservas some attention here. In the context of Elk1n 1 s 

definition, its mea~ing has two aspects. First, t~e functioning 

individual is an existent ( 11 ving ) one. ·rha t is, function 

me a....YJ. s t h e activity of 1 iv i ug , survival • Sec 011 d , i ts us e pre -

supposes some task. It . is axiomatic that sociaty demands certain 

things of its members. In fulfilling t aese demands, the indi

vidual functions. 

There is another way in wiich the concept of function. 

is useful to us. Socialization itself is f unctional in nature. 

Imbuing the individual with social capabilities is a most basic 

requisite for social living. Ad ding to this t n e fact that social 

living 1s nece s sary for human life itself, we come to .the conclu

sion t hat the socialization process lies at t he very haart of 

h i.mian existence. Just as it enables the individual to survive, 

it enables society to survive. ~imilerly, on t he individual 

level, it makes t i e satisfaction of social demands possible and, 

on the group level, it mikes for continuity in ~ime. Without 

it, changes from ge~eration to generation would be so graat as 

to p_reclude any sort of a dvanced develoJnnent. r h e predictability 

necessary for · ~omplex social struct ures, indeed for rational 

behavior, would not be pos s ible. 
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In his IV:en at 'dork, Whyte describes t11e relations n ip 

between the damands of· t h e j ob a.a.d the individual as tne "fit. 1111 

We shall define it as~ relatlons t i -o between society's dam.ands 

upon t :i -3 individual and his ability to fulfill the m. Socialization 

can be seen as the construction of a fit. 

The concept _ is .particularly va) .. uable -_when .it •is recognized •- ; ,_, 

that this relationsQip varies in degree. It would be permissible 

to theorize that there is a continuum from an ideal fit on the 

one hand to an in.adequate one on the othc~r. In the first case, 

the individual is able to meet his responsibilities to the 

group with a minimum of difficultyi in the second, he is not 

capable of doing so at a11.12 The position w.hich any individual 

takes along this continuum is determined by several variables. 

First, eacn person has certain geneti_cally tran.smi tted qualities 

with which he is born. He may be large or s mall, weak or strong, 

stupid or brilliant (althougi there is some question as to the 

amount of influe:1.ce which biolo6 ical factors Dave on int.elli6 ence, 

talen. ts an.d t i1a like). There ara some diff arances in capa-

bilities which hava been·found to conform to sa x . Second, 

_some situations require more of t h e individual than others. 

The demands placed upon -a neurosurgeon ar~ different from t hose 

ll l/illia~ Foote ~hyte, Ven at dor~ , (3omawood, Illinois: 
The Dorsey Pr-ass, Inc. and Ric i ard D. Irwin, L1c., 19 :1), p . 529. 

12rt would be well to note t hat speculatioti about t he 
possibility of a nerfe ct fit or concl us ion s ~b ou t a caus a l r el ation
ship b e t ~~ree2 t l·1a fi ·t ::..a.d t :'le h ~'3.f·p i .n3ss of t_J.e i ~-1 d i-\ri d ~-~a: , are 
not _in ~ended here. 
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placed upon a stevedore. Third, socialization itself is not 

a gift with which all members of a particular group have been 

equally endowed. This may manifest itself in -poor table ma..11.ners 

. or in the divorce courts. Often an individual is exposed to 

competing agencie? of socialization which may exert conflicting 

influences.13 These three areas of variation are interrelated. 

As · a r.eS '.J. l t, bot ':1 t h e requirements and t n e adjustment vary from 

person to parson. Inherent capabilities affect t he t ypes of 

situations in which t he _individ ual .is likely to find himself. 

A crippled child may never become exposed to t ~e effects of 

athletic participation. r hey also affect h is ability to· participate 

in soci aliza tion . : rnis cl'1ild may not be. able to comprehend t l1e 

mea_-r1ing of teamwork. This inability m2.y, .in t u rn, affect t h e 

· child's a bility to assimilate oth er as pects of socia l living 

which he may encounter later on -in life (su ch a s t h e increased 

level of coop-era ·tio:1. necassi t ·ated by a crisis in an organiza tion). 

The demands which are placad up on a.n indi vid :..lal stem 

fro m t wo main so urces. First, a.n.y group of whicl1 he is a member 

will exart pre s s ~res whici are peculiar to it. - A peer group , 

for instance, may have a set of uniqu e behavi oral patterns 

having to do wit~ games and Statuses. However, aa ch of t i ese 

groups trax1smi ts a portion of . t De culture w:1 ich c 1.1a r a cterizes 

the latger society of wi ich it is a part.14 

13Bro om and Solznick, 2£• cit. pp . 111-112. 

f • 45. 
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In practice, it is often difficult to differentiate 

between those influences which s_tem specifically from the small 

·group's un-ique customs and concepts and t h ose which derive 

their sources in the social environment of t hat group. Usually 

· ·the small group tends to absorb themes which are found in the 

society as a Wi1.ole and are relatively _consistent_ with it. 

Yet. these embellishments a.re ofte~ more highly s pecific and 

deman.ding. · Failure to satisfy their dema...,ids often brings on 

the most s .evere . sa..."1.ctions. · The effect of thesa san ctions may 

far outw~i gh the imp~rtance of the divergence which is made 

by the grouJ from the more ganeral demands of t ~e -society. 

For t his reason, ~heir role in socialization m~y be inordinately 

large. It is conceivable that a small grou p wo ~l d concentrate 

upon cart2,in as p ects of cu_lture. The socia liza tion of an indi

vidua1 ~ - t i1a t group might seriou.sly limit his ability to achieve 

an adeq_uate fit in anot her sitLlation. :rhe reJaction of an indi

vidual by that group migh t have similar consequences.15 

In surru-:-1ation, then_, all of t l: e as :f; ec t s uhic~·- have been 

d_iscussed may be combined in _a definition: socialization is 

the nroc3 s s 1n wn ich an individ ual aco u. ires modific.g, tions in ----- --- --
his inherent 8, c i lit i es ~ ~ to b 2 come c :?... T-l '.J. b l e of f i t t in:: ~ 

comnlex set · of_demands with wnich _social grouns confront him. 
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B. ADULr S0CIALIZATI0.a 

In the s e ction dealing with the definition of socialization 

(.A..), it was ment ioned t e at social ization b eg~'1. in cnildhood but 

denied that it was actively limited to t ha t pariod in development. 

In t his section , socialization will be d~scribed as it is experienced 

in later life • 

. What are t he differenc2s be tween adult 2.nd ch ild socialization? 

It can be s -:;a ted at once t :_a t t ney do not a.moun:!; to the es ta.blish

ment of two separate ca tagories. Rather, examin?tion s h ows t hat 

_socializa..l·ion remains a sin3:le process. The d.iffere.aces ar3 found 

in WDa t is trs.~1.smi t ted and .£2 ~ r a t~1er _t h2.n in h.2.:2:.• 

The relev2.11ce of t h is .discussion of adult socialization 

is limi tea.. It does not pertain to societies fqlling u.Y1der 

Toenni~s' description of Gemeinschaften. This is true b 2c ause 

the kinds of association ~hie~ pe rvade ad ,lt life in t ~is ty9e 

of soci8ty ara :prim.2.ry in nature. In t ~eE:', an indivic.ual ·1s accepted 

in 12..tQ.• As a res ult he te~ds t o consider cri ti ci s~ as reflec ting 

upon hi m as a pe r son , with all that t hat implies. rhis is even more 

significant becm~se primar y s roups are so co::ist i tuted t'1a t n2.ora 

is }:nown abou t aacn i~di vidu2l a:id , t~1erefore, i n te r 2. ctio:i pro caads 

alo.ng V3ry i11 tL1-a t e lines . So w:::en demands 2.re rr.2.cle J.) OU i rid i vidu2.ls 

pra t 3ns~ve pat t erns of t hought and behavior. 

,; £., t . - ·l -...-. .. ·- - - 4-·--- -
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becomes greater. In ch ildhood, basic concep ts are transraitted. 

Among t 1:~em, t he difference beti:,re en "right" and "wrong ," for example, 

is concentra ted upon. Socialization in a dult ltfa, ~owevar, 

·bring s a botit a different sort of adap tation. Often , it takes 

the form of elaborations upon w~a t wa.s previo-usly· transmit t ed. 

Since interaction fre quen tly takes place within non-primary associations, 

the ada:ptatiC.!lS made are l~!~ely to be specific ~d lied ted in 

exten t.16 In order to cope wit h t his sort of relation , t h e ability 

to di vorca orr-e' s identity fro D t n e process is nec e s ~ar"y . The 

adult insulates himself fro m the s pecific demands and adjusts 

his behavior pa t t2rns wi t l1 as li t tle disrupt ion as possible to 

t he complex sat of idea~ with which h e id entifies. Thes3 more or 

less su:perfici2.l ad ju_st :'.l~en ts are exem~1lified by t ~e self-control 

i;•ThiC!! a d,ll t h ood g eneral ly dem82ds of ~-ies ;::; ern lf~an. It a pp e a rs 

that · personal non-involvemen t i~ s p 3cializad patterns of behavior 

and intera ction s.n.d its · reco3ni tio~ 2.re t :1e s alie~ t char a c te ristics · 

of t h is k i nd of -soci2.liz 2. tion. In t h e le a rni::1z of tec1~1 11 ica l ca :pa

bili~ies, a~d in the craation of pur posive r el2ti0n s t i p s be t ween 

people, . tha re~o t eness fro m determinan t s o_f sel f is b2.s ic. It 

is im~ortant t i12..t t nis ; enera l pat.tern is o t·ten s ubj e ct to deviation. 

Just as Gesellschaf t often comes to take on c:.:.ar2~cteristics of 

leads to primarr a ssociat io ri~ a mens its ~eDb ars) so, too, do t h e 

l6nu~1n, .2..2.!. c it . pp. 215-216. · 
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will s how, is concer":J.ed wi t:C-1 cornpe.asa tinz for t L1e lack of primary. 

ralations. 

When an adult is exposed to new dema~ds, it is to be 

ass um ed t hat he has already developed c~rtain modifications in 

his abilities which may b e viewed as products of socialization. 17 

Argyris provides us with a set of concepts wi le~ ha maintains 

are inheren t development trends. But he stipulates that ea ch 

individual cin manife$t t hes e trends in ~is own distinct manaer • 

. The maturing individual is seen as procaading from limited_ range 

of activities to a broader one. At the same time, the number of 

his activiti es gro ws. He · becomes less dependen t up on ot he rs a.n.d 

d~velops i is own detarminants of be havior • . His in terests become 

less s hallow a;id a "challeng3 " becomes a cha r acteristic aleffien t 

of his more i mportaa t ones. His temp oral pers2 e c t iva gro ws longer. 

He comes to pla ce himself in an equivalent or h i g~e r stat a s where · 

he had once recog :d,z3 d his subordinate posi tio .. 1 as a c :1ild. 

At ta.e same · tirr.e, his awarene ss of and control over h i ms elf gro¥;s •1 8 

As he becomes an ad ult, the individual come s to see himself 

in terms of t he £uture. Influences wi ich tend to bring about 

this new orientatio~ ar~ created, in part by traini ag , both formal 

and 1-nformal, "in part by t he expectations and_ be r..avior of others, 

and 1.n part bj' ra1::iforcerri9nt b/ fellow workars."1 9 Tne habit of 

17Elkin, _.2.2• cit. p. 103. 

l8chris· Argyris, Pers~nal i t_v and Or ·,:aniza t ibn ( ~iew York: 
Harper and Brot :C-).2 rs, 1957) pp . 49-51-.---

cit. p . 103. 
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looking toward t!l.e future is of significaace for us because it 

suggests the pervasiveness of incentives a11d .11otivations many of 

which stem from conceptions which the individual holds about 

himself. The rBlations ~1ip betwee.a t h e "self-image" a...1.d behavior 

will be dealt with in a eparate s ection. 

How does the - individual relate to the environment in which 

he lives? How does socialization facilitate this? One of t he 

ways i s through symbols. Symbols are defined as "words, objects, 

conditio~s, acts, or characteristics of persons which refer to 

Oor stand for) t he relatio~s - among men, ai1d bet·waen me·.1 and t heir 

environment!20 That th~s is relevant mainly to modern, urban, 

and industrial man is s~en in Riesma.YJ.'s description of "otner

directed man." 21 d'hile men in traditioaal societies guida their 

actions with criteria internalized in childhood, other-directed 
- ".)? 

man guides his activities by relating to "cues"'-- w11ic}1 he gath ers 

from his e.:.1viror1.ment. ·rhey ara traa.snitted t hro J.g~-::. socializa tion. 

By means of the sentiments which U1ay 2.ro us e, t hey have a strong 

influen~e in guiding t~e orientation of men to t heir enviroamen t 

and are one of t~e most sign.ifican-t produc~s of socialization. 

As it is manifested in adult exJ erience, soci2lizatioQ becomes 

s ubject to v 2riatio ~ to~ much greater degree t han in ch ildhood. 

When a.'1. i ndividual is making his first adj u stme~1ts to social 

living a~d limi~ s are being constructed aro und h is ra~g e of possible· • 

20 ~'lhy t e , - .2J2.. cit • , p • 2 4. 

21David ~iesm~n , 'I'h -~ 10:1..el v- Cro wd., ( ·J-2-.rdo..J. City , fi8u York: 
Doubled2.y, I nc., 1955) :9~40- 45. 

22Broow an d Selz~ick , 
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behavioral patterns, the process is a continuous one wnich pre

sents a relatively consistent set of demands a.."'1.d satisfaction 

techniques. It is during the early years that the fundamental 

demands are perceived and behavioral patterns are internalized. 

As he gets older the individual mak es ca oices wnich become part 

of his set of beliefs and on w}lich b.e builds (that is, he inter

nalizes _t h em) .23_· As a res ult, with an increasin~ frequen cy he is 

confronted with press~res satisfac t ory responses to which he has 

placed outside the realm of possible behavior. 

He may frequently find himself in situation s ,fhic:i demand 

confer.mi ty to whi c:11 he will not be able to conse CJ. t completely. 
' ' 

In such cases "partial socialization"24 res ults. rne individual 

· has achievad eno_u_;h of a..:1 adjustmerit to f un ction but has not. been 

assimilat ed into t he group. He has not internalized t ~e behavioral 

patterns necessitated by t he demands of the group. 25 In s u ch cases, 

he has not acr:iaved an adequate fit. 

Adult socialization can be characteri zed as "con t inuins 11 or 

as "resocializ2.tion"26 depending upon the a.mount of change involved. 

In other words, socialization is a continuin8 element in our lives. 

However, _ when the sitaation is of such divcrge.:1ce t ha t an e:1tirely 

new way of life must be a :l o:pted, the term "resocialization" is 

used to describe it. This is done to draw a t tention to the fact 

23Broom a..i.vid. Selznick, .2.E.. cit., p. 114. 

24zlki~, £2.· cit., p. 140. 

25Tb"0. .=--1:.::.• 

26Brooa 3.lld S ,~lzni ck , £2• cl 1; . p . 119·. 
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that it involves more than a limited adjus-tment, but the construction 

of entirely new grourid3 for action. ]~his term is also used to 

indicate that it is a rather _special experience, differentiated 

from the continuing variety by both its pervasiveness and its 

rapdiity~ that is, by the extreme applicatiori of the regular process. 27 

Continuing socialization builds upon previous adjustments. Re

soci.aliza t~o~--i clears them away and begins anew. 

The extent of adjustment required by a new· situat~on may be 

analyzed in terms of the pervasive.n.ess of t~e new s@t of deman.ds 

with respect to the individual's id9ntity. That is, in evary 

new situation we . are supposed to try to live up to the expectations 

of our fellows. A second point of comparison is the a.m.oun_t of 

adjustment ·t hat is required in behavioral patterns. A third lies 

in the amount of consona.--ice . or disson2_YJ.ce between what the new 

sitLlation dema:ids and what the - old · one demanded. Finally, the 

extent of adjustment re~uired CSL be measured in tarras of the 

values w~ich we~e appropriate to trie previo ~s situation, as compared 

with t hose which t he . new situation implies~8 Does t h a new situation 

require a new morality? If so, . the protess may be c~aracterized 

as r~socializa tion. 

Frair. what has be ~m said so f2.r, the amount of difficulty 

wit?l wi ich resocialization is carried out migh t be underssti~:i.ated. 

Broom an d . Selznic}c 'n.av~ pr~s~n ted a numbar of eL~ ~ e:1. ts wiich s3rve 

to indic~ta the harshnas s of the process; 

271, ~ , ~-
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1) Total control over the individual 
2) Suppression of past statuses 
3) · Denial of the moral worth of the old sel.f ••• the 

individual's past perspectives ~re seen as radically 
£aulty,morally inferior, and blameworthy 

4) Participation of the individual in his own_ resocialization 
• • • self-analysis, self-criticism, and "confession'' 
of past and present failings. · 

5) Extreme sanctions 
6) Intensi.fication of peer group pressures and support29 

In or~er for resocialization to take place, a reproduction of 

social conditions similar to those in which a child first encounters 

socialization must be produced. Further, these conditions must 

be in ·a · form more potent than normai-.30 

The recognition that socialization can, in some cases, 

take this form raises · problems pertinent to this investigation. 

How much socialization does a given situation require? If re- . 

socialization is necessary, are these relatively stringent conditions 

present'? In ·other words, does it automatically follow that the 

conditions necessary for the satisfaction of_ demands will be 
~ . . 

present? In certain situations, 1\ socialization 11mited not 

only by the indivldual_'s ability but also by society's s-tructure? 

We shall not be able to answer these questions here, but attention · 

will be given to them later. 

As noted, socialization operates sequentially. First, 

certain demands are made ~y the group and are expressed by its 

members. __ Secon.d, the need for ·complimen. ts with these dema.t1ds is 

perceived. Third, methods of facilitating this compliance are 

~9These same theorists de~ine the self as being a socially 
derived concept which recognizes identity and is capable of con
trolling behavior. A naer group. is a gro\lp of others of about- the 
same -age a.."'l.d statusQ Status is_ equivalent in this context to 
soc1~a1 position. 

3~room. and Selznick, .212.• cit., pp. 120-121. 



learned. Finally, the neces s ary adj ustments in b ehavior are 

fn_ternalized. 1.rl1ey become part" of t h e individual's set of con-
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. cepts fro m which he draws t h e d e terminau·ts of his behavior. It 

was stated t hat the ra can be inconsistency in tne demands -put 

forth. In t n is section, it was s a oi;m t hat in t~ru alizatio n mi g '·1t 

require co·1tradiction in t h e most basic ·of behavioral pa.t t er.:1 s 

and the conc~p ts from which t h ey ste~. 

AnotDer so i__lrce of possible disr1J.ption in socialization 

exists. · A cursory exami_nation of t h ~ preceding wil l s how t h2.. t 

methods of adjustment must ba le2r n ed in orde r for in t ernaliz a tion 

to complete t h e prdcess ·. Whenev~r a c ~ange in behavior occurs 

as a r e s ult of-some new experie!l ca, leara.in~ has t9.ken place.31 

What are t h e eleme~ts of t :i.e lear:iing :process? In wnat ·ways · can 

it be disrup ted ? Fleishman pr9vides a numb er of g e.a.era liz2.tions 

which briefly describe it. He tells us t ~at a goal is t h e so urce 

of the activity. The le a r .:.1er wan t s so m.at .. iag and must learr1 in 

order to obtain it. As a rasul t of this desira, t h ere is some 

· res ponse. This r e sponse is limi t ed by: all or his past res poa$es 

artd. abilities; _t he 1ntarpretation which ha mak9s of the situation 

.with respect to his g oal; feedb a ck wi ich ~ay be saea as t h e s um . 

of the conseq~ances of his past res ponse~. ~ew res f ons~s which 

he .could . not have made · be fora this · goal was aC(.i3vad are no ~-r 

possible. ·ro t h e ex t ent t ~at t his is t r ue, he h as lear~ed.32 

. ' 

31 ,~a.~·;in ~-· Fleishmat1, S t ·,1di e s 
P ,.., .. rc· ,.., ,..,1- ~•T ( -T ...... ~~ .. -T _ Y>, -• T\·-r-- ,, r-r. rJss, 

.;j 11 ! i V V . . ·; \ _ '; C '·ti ... lJ -'- .l'.'~ • l) V . 0 ~ J ;;;, 
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At the very start 1t is evident that personal interpretation 

~ s of some significance ·-here. The way in which the individual 

sees his gosl, whatever it may be, is a ·function of his own 

orientation toward life, that 1s, of his personality. Fleishman's 

11st of limitations upon response is a very personal one. It 

1s significant that he speaks of limitations and not determinants. 

This _1s especially important with respect to the "interpretation" 

of -the situation. _ The subjective element in the process 1s 

explicitly, and unavoidably, recognized. 
-

In adult life socialization can be carried ori bJ means of 

mechanisms which appear to be impersonal. Feople learn and interna-

11z.e much from their environment which is not :transmitted _ directly 

-to them by o~her persons. It m_ay be mediated by space and time. 

This is not often the case with'children. Just as their relations 

are primary in nature, non-primary ones arising later in life, 

so. too, does ~heir . interaction with the products of ot~~~ er people 

increase with age. More and more, as people become older, as 

· _they enter adulthood, ·they spend· their time amo~g ;nanimate but 
. . . . . 

nevertheless human objects, mechanisms, methods and systems. This 

·frequent interaction,-not with people but with t he products of their 
. J . 

existen~e, c~ contribute to socialization. Most often this is 

experienc_ed in conjunction with social forces whicn. reinforce 

non-sociai influences which would exist independently of them. 33 . -

33For further development of this point · see the Appendix. 

OBRAR'Y O'B 
~J \S·, II m-ro & LEE UN\VE.RS\TI 
' . _ L~ Hj(H ON. Vb. _ 
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o. Concepts-of Individual Identity 

In the previous sections, socialization was examined with 

respect to its nature ·as an activity. Categorizing the various 

elements transmitted by it was avoided • . It was felt that accuracy 

could be maintained without resorting to the consideration and 

definition of them. This was deemed necessary in light of the 

limited length of t~e investigation. 

As the evaluation of the role which socialization plays 

1n work groups be.comes more and more the particular subject of 

interest, certain of these concepts become increasingly indis

pensable. One of them is the ~self concept~" 

Just w~at constitutes th~ self is subject to debate. At 

one point Sarbin refers to it as "this inter.a.al organization of 

qualities (traits, attitudes, and habits)."34 · Ina ~ater section 

· he elaborates upon this when he says that it is "·the ph.enomenai 

experience of identity, an inference arising _from a person's 

experiences with things, body parts, and. other persons." 35 

However, he goes on to state that it is not directly observable.36 
' : 

If this 1s true, how is it known. to exist? That it does 

exist 1s implied every time we use the word "I".37 This is what 

341indzey, I, ·p. 224. 

3~Ibid, P• 238. 

36rbid. -
37Th1s was first recognized by Descartes · 1n his famous 

analysis of the implications of. "Cogito ergo .sum." 
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Sarbin means when he refers to it as "an inference -· arisin~ from 

a person's experience." As such, -it is not something with which 

we are born, rather it 1s created. How does this come about? 

_The sel.t is a product of- trio processes, the "maturation" and 

"personal-social series.~38 The first is seen as partially 

biological and partially social in nature. The second 1s essentially 

a social phenomenon. In both cases, the socialization process 

1s recognized as the socially affective factor. 

Psycho~ogists have distinguished severa~ _st~ges in the 
•l. i J 

development of the Sdlf. Of those outlined by Sarbin, the last ,, 
1s of interest here. This stage is termed by him ( the social self. f39 

.. .. . , 

It is distinguished by the ability to relate to others in terms 

of expected patterns of behavior rather than merely to particular 

acts which _they perform. The · chil~ begins to · think -and behave 

w1 t _h the use of "as if" skills. 40 · ·At this tim~, he begins to 

perceive roles as well as things and people. "A 'role' (sometimes 

called a social role) is a pattern of behavior associated with 

a distinctive social · positiori. · . • • Most roles specify the rights 

and duties belonging to a social position."41 _ l?ositions may be 

defined as "collections of rights and duties designated by a 

single term."42 

38,!lli., p. 239. 

39,!lli., p. 242. 

40Ib1d. -
41Broom and Selzn.ick, P• 16. 

42L1ndzey, I, P• 224. 
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Roles are not enacted in the same way by all individuals 

( · 1n any given situation • . The perception of roles varies. It is 

influenced by the ability to understand .the roles of others and to 

relate them as well as the demands of the new position to the 

self. The ability to carry ·out the role varies with different 

individuals. It is associated with the ability to place one's 

self in the position of another person. Finally, the way in which 

th~ self is ~'rga.nized, or not organized, is of significance.43 

The _self, by providing a complex set of ideas against which to 

compare new experiences provides a selective mechanism which colors 

reality. _ In doing so, it provides the primary source of variation 

in role-taking. 

Once thi~ stage has been reached, the individual has become 

capable of social action. Further, he has developed a means by 

which he can act rationally in a world at least partially predictable. 

Once the individual comes to recognize that _he exists as 

an entity, distinct from all others, he begins to erect a system 

of .ideas concerning himself. This 1s called the "self :image~" 
. . 

Originally ~or_mula ted by C1.a.arles H. - Cooley as the "looking-glass · 

self" the concept in.eludes three factors: "the imagination of our 

. . appearance to the other person; the imagination of_ his judgment 

of that appearan~e; and some sort of self~feeling, such as pride 

. or mortif-ica.tion."44 

43l,Ell., p. 255. 

44Nicholas s. Timasheff, ~S;o~:..:.::~~-=-__,i.--=_._..:.. , Its Nature 
~ Growth (Uew York, _1957°), pp. · 

-- .. 
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W1th1n · the context of- socialization, as already described, 

~the individual is exposed to demands which are reinforced by the 

ability of the grou:p to apply sanctions. On ~he most elementary 

level, social groups have the capacity to grant or withhold approval. 

The individual comes to internalize a set of roles which he applies 

to his self-image. In doing so he creates an "ideal self.''~"'~ 

It exists as his conceptualization of what he should be. However, 

this 1s not always matched by reality. When ·1t becomes unavoidably 

apparent that he not only has not lived up to his image .of his 

ideal self, but has bean placed in a situation which makes living 

up to that i~eal image impossible. a disillusionment necessarily 

follows. The results of this are reflected in apathetic or alienated 

behavior. 

45Broom and Selznick, p. 102. 
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D. The Work Situation 

There are several kinds of work, but many of -- them are not 

relevant to this study. There is work around the house, the work 

involved in shaving one's se~f, and work associated with infre~uent 

Jobs such as committee work for a club. The kind of work which 

is ~o be dis~ussed below has been described as "continuous 

employmen~, in the production of goods and services, for remuneration."46 

This kind of .work is usually organized. An inquiry into the 

relationship between organizations and the individual is a logical 

place to begin the discussion of the work situation. 

Argyris descri.bes several kinds of energy which combine to· 

make an organization work. Among them are "mechanical, electrical, 

physiological and :psychological energies."47 He states that his 

construct, psychological energy, is an analytical tool which 

answers ··certain questions arising from observed behavior. It 

. is explained in this way: 

(New 

Psychological energy is assumed to exist '!in' the needs 
of individuals. Needs are viewed as parts of the human 
·personality which, when activated are 'in tension.' 
Activated needs are always in tension in relation to some 
obJective or goal in the environment. It is this tension 
that is supposed to motivate behavior.48 

46:ou~in, · ~• ·· ill•, p. 4 • 

. 470hris Argyris, Integrating ~ Individual ~ ~ 
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1964), p. 20 • . 

48Ibid., P• 22. 

Organization 



A need of some importance 1s a feeling of compet~nce.49 

Competence is associated with the degree to which an individual 
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1s aware of himself. The relationship between behavior and the 

self is clarified by Argyris when he writes that "this awareness 

influences the individual·' s stab111 ty and effectiveness because, · 

·once 1 t is formed, the self influences what the indi v1dual is able 

to 's·ee' in the environment, how he evaluates 1 t, -and how he deals 

with it."50 

When the individual relates what he perceives · in the environ

ment with his self-concept, -he understands it in varying degrees 

of subjectiv~ty. The clarity with which his experiences are com

prehended (the amount of objectivity which he can bring to bare 

on them) is related to the amount of agreement or disagreement 

with his self-concept. When experiences seem to contradict the 

1m~ge which he has built up about himself, the individual tends 
r 

to react in one of two ways: he may adapt his salf image to bring 

it into line with experience, or . he may react defensively and 

attempt to protect his self from that experience either by denying 

it br by denying the contradictory aspect of the self, or bot~.5l 

To ·relate adequately to others, the individual must be 

able to communicate with them with a minimum of distortion. Both 

of the kinds of competence which ·were mentioned before are related 

51Ibid., P• 25. -



to this ability to communicate. To the extent that his self image 

1s in agreement with experience, he tends to comprehend both of 

them clearly. He can thereby perform his roles within the organi

zation with a higher degree of competence. Further, .this sense -

of competence st1mulates his willingness to accept the challenge 

of the problems which the organization (or work situation) poses. 

Since the self image roles and means of communication are all 

products of socialization, it can be said that the process is 

instrumental in the operation of organizations. 

The consequences of the relationship between the organization 

and the 1nd1yidual, outlined above, illustrate some of the more 

general consequences of socialization as described in the previous 

sections. The problems posed· by the organization necessitate 

adaptation by the individual. A new fit must be produced by him 

--ui o-rder to function within it. · However, there is a new aspect 

-here which has not been mentioned before. The situation can, and · 

often does, put an in.di vidual in a posi ti_on where he reacts in 

s~ch a way as to lower his ability to function (he may react 

defensively). In this sense, the new fit which he produces may 

enable him to deal with his social environment more adequately · 

but may, at the same time, reduce his usefulness. His contribution 

to the survival of the group is .thereby lessened. 

In the section on adult socialization (B~) it was suggested 

that the structure of social groups may require adjustments Which 

are precluded by that structure itself. Argyris puts forth a 
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similar idea with a concept which he believes 1s one of the "most 

central factors that constitute mental health in our cu.lture."52 

This concept 1s termed "Psychological success."53 An individual 

who _attempts to secure soma degree of psychological success is 

_seen .as requiring: . 

~ significant degree of {l) self-responsibility and self 
,. control ( for example, in order to. define his own goals, 

paths to ~oals, etc.); (2)_ commitment (to persevere . to achieve 
the goals}; (3J productiveness and work (to achieve the 
goals);- and (4) utilization of his more important .abilities.54 

It is Argyris 's contention. that the s tructur·e of organi·za tions 

places limitations on the amount of psychological success which 

can be achieved. The organization demands competence from its 

members. Competence is related in turn to the amount of psychological 

success which is _achieved. But it 1s recognized that • 

the formal organization (which includes the technology) 
and the administrative control system typically used in 
complex formal organizations may be viewed as · a part of 
a grand strategy •••• (which) ••• creates a complex 
of organizational demands that tend to require· individuals . 
to experience dependence and submissiveness and to utlliza 

"few of their relatively peripheral abilities.55 . _ 

The structure of formal organizations, then,. r _equires certain 
.... 

behavioral patterns which are inimical to functioning within their 

own cqnfin es • Adaptation to satisfy these demands is, to some . 

52Argyr1s, .2.E.• ill_., pp. 36-37. 

53Ib1d., p. 27 •· 

. · 54Ib1ci~ -

55~., P• 58. 

i -
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_extent, prevented by the_ structure of the organization 1 tself' taken 

as an environment for action. 

'!here are two other ways in which the str·ucture of organi

zations tends to make their functioning less efficient. Both of 

-them are indirect results of socialization. The first of t .eiese 

is rigidity. When the individual has become adjusted to a position 

1n an organization, "he may become so set in his habits and outlook 

_ that he caQ.not readily accept new ideas or new tasks. • •. • if 

significant change is required, the organization will face diffi

culties."56 Individuals in organizations may become so well 

assimilated _by the groups of which they are a part that they lose 

-sight of the organization as a whole. In such cases "this attach

ment may prove to be disruptive if the member of a subordinate 

unit places the interests of that unit above those of total 

··-en ~-erpris e. "57 

Socialization has been discussed as a variable. In what 

ways does it vary within an organizational structure? Generally, _ 

the degree to which socialization is_ important to the function~ng 

of an organization is related to the amoun-t of dedication and 

loyalty which is required. One form which the ·process takes is 

called the "internalization of influence."58 Through it, "the 

o_rganization member acquires knowledge, skill and identifications 
' or loyalties that enable him to make decisions,by himself, as the · 

56Broom and Selznick, 2.l?.• fil., p.232. 

57~. 

58Ib1d., p. 230. 

... 



organizations would like him to decide."59 Broom and .Selznick 

11st some effects which socialization in organizations . commonly 

displays. They are: 
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1. To link personal satisfactions and organizational aims. 
2. To make official communication easier •••• the 

organizational member has absorbed the 'decisional 
premises' of the enterprise, that is, the bases on 
which decisions are made. 

3. To permit greater delegation of authority without loss. 
ot, control. 

4. To ·. strengthen group loyalty and thereby .organizational 
security.60 

.· Another aspect of the relations between the individual 

and the organization needs discussion before the investigation 

proceeds to ~uman relations within the work group. - Although 

it should not be confused with socialization, or considered a part 

. of •it, the process of identification exhibits very similar characteris

tics. In fact, "through the process of identification, a man 

· may come to think of an organization as an extension of himself. n61 , 

This amounts to .the· internalization of the individual's image 

of the organization. But it 1s ·possible to identify one's self 

·with a ·organization about which relatively little is known (this 
' 

is not generally true in· socialization). Identification has 

obvious beneficial implications when the requir~ments of loyalty 

· and dedication are remembered. It should be noted, however, - that 

· 1dentificati_on is often made through other persons. In addition, 

· 59Ib1d. 

60~., p. 231. 

6l1bid., p. 232. -
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it often leads to difficulties when the organization does not 

offer sufficient rewards. In such cases, the individual is liable 

to feel cheated and alienated with the result that his ability 

and willingness to fulfill his roles may be adversely .affected.62 

The basic relations between individuals in work organizations 

have b,een categorized by Dubin. The first kind of relation is 

called the "power relation."63 He defines it as "the relations 

among organization members that correlate their separate functions 

according to the necessity these functions have for the organ1za-. ·• 

tion." (p. 47) "Power," 1n ·this context, refers to the degree 

of instrumentality to the functioning of th·e organization. These 

relat~ons are dictated by functional interdependence. For this 

reason, they -are carried on in spite of personal sentiments con

cerning· the actors involved. (p. 28) Measurement of the amount 

-of power which a·. position carries with it can be accomplished 

by detepn1ning the ·degree of "essential1 ty" which its function 

has. L.1.other way 1s found in determing the "exclusiveness of 

·responsibility for performing a given function." (p. -~ol 

· A second _relation amons members of work organizations is 

the "authority relation." (p. 32) This is defined as "one person's 

making decisions that guide the actions of another." (p. 32) 

So~at1mes these are temporary in nature. In the continuing type, 

the decision maker has expectations of having his decisions followed. 

62Ib1d. -
63Dub1n, £.E.• cit., p. 28~ . From here to the end of this 

section, referances ~this author and work will be made through 
the use of parentheses in the text itself. All other sources 

· will be footnoted. 
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The recipient has expectations of having such decisions made for 

him. This relationship may Qe grounded in several beliefs. 

There may be a belief in the need for order. There may be a 

belief in .some legality of the right to make decisions. Legitimacy 

may also arise out of a sense of moral correctness. A common 

recon i tion of the purpose of the ·organization and the perceived 

need .for authority in it may help maintain authority relations. 

Not all people are willing to take the responsibility for making 

decisions. This, too, may contribute to the maintenance of authority 

relations. (pp. 33-35) 

A third import~t type of relation with work organizations 

1s called the "status relation." (p. 36) This is an inte~action 

"between two or more members ·determined by the perspective ranking 

on a value scale." (p. 36) In order for these relations to occur, 

common knowledge of the ranking of statuses and also the ability 

ot that knowledge to influence interaction patterns must exist •. 

Relations are either between equals or between a superior and a 

subordinate. I~ the first case, interaction is relatively free 

and unrestrained. In the second, emotional content is ~inimized 

and often there are definite prescribed patterns o:f behav-ior •. 

The interaction of equals tends to cause the formation of bonds 

between them while that among unequals tends to result in barriers 
~ 

which are maintained between them. The unequal type ls part of 

the design of formal organizatio~s. ~he equal type arises 1n 

informal groups. In work organizations there is a large number of 
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. e 
marks which d\11neate the various statuses. Amo~g them are: 

tltles, rates of pay, seniority, rights and privileges, clothing 

and insignia, work place location ( iDicludlng degre-e 01· prl vacy J, 

quality and quantity of furnishings. (~p. 36-38) 

-Each of these three kinds of relations is, at least partially,, 

the prod~ct of socialization. Individuais ~oin organizations and 

are rapidly informed of the appropriate patterns of behavior which 

their position carries with it. Not only do they learn the skills 

which are necessary for the job, but they also le~rn their place 

1n relations of status, authority and power. It is not usually 

very long before they 'begin t ·o in te~nal1ze them. They . come to 

see themselves in _terms of these relations. This is implicit 

1~ the idea that "I am an apprentice," or "I am a graduate student." 

It might be argued that these relations are the necessary -

-- results ot functionality in work situations andl .to a certain extent, 

this is true. But it is important not to make the mistake of 

viewing function as the determinant of social phenomena. There 

1s a need for order and for the distinguishing of positions and 

role sets but the manner· in which this need is satisfied is subject 

to variation. The fact 1s that organizations solve their problems 

of order in certain ways. The relations, and the structures which 

arise from them, serve to satisfy the needs and, in so doing, 

·tw;iction. But this is not to say that other forms of .relations 

and other structures could not serve as well. Thus function is 

seen as something which social structures and relations perform 
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but not as their reason for existence. Timashef! makes this 
w 

same point with reference to the family ~hen he says that, "I~ 

would not be functional, but teleological reasoning, however, if 

one claimed that the prevention of the confusion of roles in the 
-

family is the cause .of the incest taboo (editor's u...Y1derline). n64 

Within the organization, various structures arise out of 

these types of_ personal relations. They may be referred to 1n 

terms of the types of relations which comprise them. The .first 

kind of structure, then, is called the "authority structure." 

In it authority is concentrated in the higher levels. In what 

. ways does this descending degree of authority manifest itself? 

A~ one analyzes me~bers of the organization from top to bottom 

the ·degree of importance of the decisions made diminishes. The 

number of people occupying positions at each level · generally 

increases. There ls no such clearly defined trend · in the number 

of decisions made, but the extent to w~ich _ther._ .. m~y be described 

as routine does increase. · The importance of the decisions made . 

varies with the _state of the organization as a whole.· . In a time 
L -

of' crisis, important decisions may be made with high frequency. (pp. 42-

44) 

Other variables within the authority structure are the -

span of authority and the direction in whic? authority flows 

(from higher positions to lmier; between equals, from lower to 

higher). The span ·of authority (or number of parsons subject to 

it) increases as one -moves upward. The direction in which authoritz 

64Timasheff, .21:.• cit., p. 229. 
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flows 1s most oft.en from top to bottom and least often from bottom 

to top. (pp. 45-57) 

The second kind of structure is the "power structure." (p. 47) 

This is seen as the structure which unifies the division of labor. 

-The creation of the division of labor by technology is seen as 

emanating from two factors: first, the amount of demand for a 

particular ~unction must be high and continuous; second, there 

must be a unity about this function which would enable it to be 

iilcorporated as a separate operation _(or series of operations). 

Specialization of functions has two important consequences in 

so far as the structure of the organization is concerned. It 

tends to separate the members. As a result of this, centrifugal 

forces are exerted. But at the same time specialization in

·cre~ses the \~~oun~ of interdependence. As a result of this 

ce~tripetal forces are exerted. (pp. 47-48) 

Differentiation of tasks can also result from other needs. 

In work organizations the amount of cooperation between a.ctivities 

necessitates so~e sort of differentiation. Often distinct tasks 

have to ~e performed at the same time. The amount of specialization 

1s influenced by the amount of accuracy required. If a task 

can be repeated, specialization may not be needed, but if thi·s is 

not. feasible, and a high degree of competence is necessary, 

__ specialization may be the best solution. Differentiation may be 

necessary when two identical tasks must be performed in different 

places simultaneously. (pp. 48-49) 
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· The interdependence of specialized tasks which was mentioned 

above 1s worth elaboration. It 1s one of the most important ways 

in which individuals are tied to the work organization. It results 

in a perceived value to work. It serves also as a limiting agent 

on the amount of po~er which might otherwise be exerted by the 

occupant of an especially important position. (pp. 52-53) It 

1s a focal point for socialization as it is manifested in organized 

work situations because the recognized functional interdependence 

of tasks, and, therefore, of workers, takes preceden·ce over 

inclinations which might otherwise lead to deviant behavior. 
. - . ..... . r-

When an individual ignores the existence of the _need for coopera

tion between workers he is liable to be reminded in strong terms 

by his fellow workers; his shop steward (the union representative) 

or -his boss of his error. 

The interrelationship of the· various elements of the work . 

organization is illustrated_ by the fact that spec!°al1zation 

tends · to· lead to· new statuses. In addition, the perception of 

interdependence offers opportunities for power relations between 

equals in the authority heirarchy. · 

· "Status structures~' (p. 54) · are the status relations which 

. tend to remain stable. The most important function of status . 

structures is the i11centives that- they supply. This occurs becaus_e 

The -human personality needs to be reinforced constantly 
1n its acceptance of a ~resent standing in a social structure. 
Status ranking that 1s similarly valued by both . a person . 
and those around him -reinforces his self esteem. (p. 54) 



By providing a status higher than the one which any individual 

occupies, the system provides for incentives. 

Organizations usually have certain qualities which are 

valued highly. Each memb,er of the organization 1s expected to 
-

display them. Some _criteria mean different things in different 
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areas of the organization. (pp. 57-58) Socialization can be seen 

as elaborating upon itself. When individuals join a work organization 

they are subject to demands of the social groups which make it · 

up. Compliance with these .demands tends to channel their inter

actions both quantitatively and qualitatively. It affects the . 

likelihood that they will interact and the nature of their responses 

to commands and requests. However, these demands carry farther 

that the forms which human relatiQ~s.take. They also influence 

the way individuals behave apart from interaction. Behavior as 

distinct .from structured relationships is also often -unorganized •. 

The work situation includes thi·s kind of behavior as well as that 

. which is· directly related to . the organized environment. In tact, . 

· the two generally overlap, the types of humor relations coloring· 

the behavioral systems in which each indivldual acts. 

Dubin presents four different systems which appear to be 

exhaustive is categories of activity in the work sit~atiori. 

Behavior systems are those which ·"defina the specific acts by 

. which various aspects of work are carried out.n {pp. 61-62) 

Ea~h -1ndiv1dual to a gre~ter or lesser extent performs his tasks 

within 'fil of these systems.(p. 62) 
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The first system discussed 1s "the technoiogical behavior 

system_ (which) . comprises the job or task activities • . (It ~s) ., . 

always specific to .the job and includes what must be performed 

to get the job done."(p. 62) Each .- Job ·has a .set .of technical :. 

~ :tunctions .· which must -be performed • . The ability to .s~tj.sfy the : 

dema.nds ·or these functions is the most basic prerequisite for 

activity-within any work situation. (p. 62) So it can be said 

that in creat;ng an adequate fit the individu~! _must first adjust 

his capabilities to satisfy the demands of the technologica~·"' 

behavior system. 

To what extent are the Val91ous forms of human relations 

dependent upo~ _behavior 1µ the ·technological system? Power relations 

form the connections between ·the various jobs · as differentiate4 

by the technological system. The technological s1stem 1s the 

functional determinant of action in the work situation. The 

power structure of the organization locates the individual and · 

his job within the system and in so doing gives the worker 

a sense of participation in a larger complex o:t functions. ·ihe 

technological system facilitates relations of authority. It sim

plifies command requirements. In addition, aspects of the technical 

requirements of the job help _define the individual's status. 

(pp. 63-64) In adjustiug to the demands · adv·anced by the nature 

·of the technological system, the individual also makes some of 

the necessary adjustments for interpersonal relations. 
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The ability of an individual to perform the technical aspects 

of his job does not gain him membership in the groups which make 

up the work situation. He must also be able to satisfy the other 

conditions for membership. Many ot these are defined by the 

"formal behavior system." (p. 65) This system, "specifies tne 

minimum conditions of acceptable membership in the work organization, 

~ust as the technological behavior system sp?cifies - the minimum 

conditions for holding a given job _1n the organization. n (p. 65) 

It specifies the goals of the organization and the _patterns of 

behavior expected to .achieve them. It presents rules of conduct 

and the duties of the individual. It indicates values for guiding 

behavior in the owrk situation. · Thus, the formal system can be 

seen as the set o:f social demands which are officially defined 

by the organizatfon.48 They are identified with it and are of 

. _significance in the forma~ion of the individual's concept of ~ 

1i 1s. To the extent that an individual is socialized within the 

work situation he adjusts to these demands and internal-izes the 

adJ~st~ents. (pp. 65~66) 

The formal behavior system is relatively remote from the 

· power s-tructure of the work organization. This is because the 

power structure 1s related to the degree functional essentiality 

of the position. The formal system 1s not directly ~elated to 

·tunctionality in the sense of individual partici.Pation ln it. 

It deals with larger groups or with the organization as a whole. 

With respect to authority relations the formal system does little 
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more than confirm its existence (it is assumed that any adult 

1nd1vidual will hav.e already been familiarized with authoritY:)• 

It defines positions of authority and ·1egitim1zes authority relations. 

Compliance or non-compliance· with the formal system may have a 

powerful effect upon the status of a:n.y individual. For most of · 

the members of the organization, a minimum degree ·of compliance 

1s parcticed ,and little effect 1s observed 1n status. Of those 

who do not confrom, ·high status may _ be ascribed to the successful 

innovator while low status is usually ascribed to the rebel. This 

commonly holds true from the points of view of both fellow workers 

and managers~ _- (pp • .66-67) 

If ,these ·first two .behavioral -syst~m~ -cu ld explain all, 

~-the .· act_1vit1es which a member carries out, work organizations 

would not be made _up of people but of machines. But there are 

.two more systems of behavior which allow for a certain degree of 

individuality 1n __ function1ng within .a work situation. The first 

of these. is ·the "non-formal behavior system." (p. 67) It_ represents 

· -the· amount of· choice of behavior within the 11ml ts of the formal 

and ·technological ~ystems. The goals of action remain the same 

as ~ornierly -·de.filied but the methods_ used in obtaining them and 

· . satisfying the demands of the organization are changed. Learning 

the non-form~l system as it pertains to his Job 1s commonly one 

of the most difficult aspects of becoming adjusted to it. (pp. 68-69) · 

· When· changes are made in the ways jobs are accomplished, 

· cor~esponding ~hanges ofte~ occur in the power strucutre~ This 

happens when function is shifted and when related tasks must be 

modified in accordance w1 th the new procedure. C'nanges in pro-
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-cedure may also affect the authority of members of the organization 

by disregar~ing the boss's or.ders for functional reaso_ns or when 

_the authority position is, in actuality, not the source of authority. 

This occurs when a boss is a figurehead. The status -of those 

knowing in non-formal procedures is likely to be high among their 

peers although unrecognized by the higher-ups. · (pp. 67-70) 

· The las_t of these systems is the "informal behavior system. "(p. 71) 
~ . . 

aelations here are carried on in addition to those required by 
; 

the work itself. They are voluntary in nature and are the result 

.. of the natural sociability of human beings. The amount of relevancy 

to getting work done is what determines whether behavior is part 

-Of the non~formal or the informal systems. Behevior of this sort 

1s considere4 as part of a system in that is is governed by _the 

norms which control social intercourse of a voluntary nature • 
. . , 

Informal relations do not affect the authority structure because 

when members of different levels of -authority interact it is either 
. - :·., . 

carried on in a ~estrained manner or else the context of that 

.interaction is outside of the work situation w~ere · a~thority does 
I . . 

not ·reach. The intimacy whicb arises as a result of informal 

relations may at.feet status as personal qualities and character1s

t1cs come to be considered. Since by definition, the informal 

system has nothing td d-0 with work activities except as mediated 

by· the s~attis structure, it cannot have an influence on power 

relations. (pp. 71-73) 

Earlier . it was mentioned that individuals are stimulated to 

act through tensions which exist between needs and t heir satisfaction. 
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In the work situation, the environment can have strong influence 

over the willin.gness · to work. Th~ stimulation of activity in the 

work situation can be more explicitly d~alt with through the use 

o~ the concept of motivations. A motivation is defined as "the 

complex of forces starting and keeping an individual at work in 

an organization." (p. 213) Once an individual 1s motivated, what 

channels his activities? Incentives satisfy this need. They are 

"inducements placed along the course of on-going · activities keeping 

the actor directed . toward one goal_ rather than another." (p. 213) 

It ~ust be stated that it is a mistake to equate financial rewards 

with motivations and incentives. Motivations are esse.ntiall_y · 

psychological. But one cannot set up a cause and effect between 

motivations and behavior because an act may be observed as the 

result of different motivations at different times~ (p. ,213) 

Often, the most important incentive for an individual is job 

'security. The individual's social class and .the values which he 

hol_ds affect the power of pecuniary incentives. 65 __ '. _ 
, . 

Incentives are frequently non-rational in nature, taking . 

the form of symbols. · Economic· symbols will vary in their effect 

with the -~tate of the relationship between management and wor~ers. 

If there are cordial relations between them, t~e presentation of 

a set of ecoi:iom_ic symbols will tend to have a beneficial effect 

on production if this and relations between them are marked by 

suspicion, the identical ijymbols may bring about negative results.66 

~5Whyte,_ .2.£• ill•, P:P• 98-100. 

66ill,!., p. 120. 
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Through the acquisition of symbols, the individual receives 

d1rection (not .determination) for his activities in the work 

situation. These are made more explicit through the acquisition 

of roles. · However, a degree of what Argyris calls · "incongruence"67 , · 

1s beneficial. · It is through such minor maladjustments between 

the individual and the group that challenges are presented. As 

he put·s 1 t, "the incongruence between the lndividual and the 

organization can be the foundation for increasing the degree of 

effectiveness of both."68 Furthar, a certain ~ount of flex1:t,il1ty 

1s necessary for a proper relationship between the individual and 

_the group. When an individual is not capable of acting within 

a role, but is dominated by it, he acts compulsively. In such 

cases, he is subject to neuroses. At the other extreme, ha is 

not at all constrained by these demands. He acts impulsively, 

_ _ Ylth a slight or non-existe~t amount of self-control. This type 

of behavior is termed psychopathic. In between somewhere lies 

the norm--_69 

·:rn _the following sections several work situations will be . 

discussed • . The amount of socialization required as well as the 

rigors associated with it will be given attention. In each one, 

the position which a given individual occupies will be described 

with ho~es of gaining some understanding of how the systems and 

structures which have been outlined in this section relate to his 

adjustment. 

~7Argyris, .2.£• .£ll•• p. 29. 

68~., P• 7. 

6,~L1ndzey, I,. PP• 244-248. · 
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A. The Department Storel 

· This study was an - analysis of the behavior o! salesgirls 

1n the women's clothing department_ of a department store. Work 

centered around six concentrations of fixtures called "squares." 

Th~ task was 'defined as helping "the customer find among the 

articles of· stock something that :pleased her."2 - While doi!lg this 

she was supposed to work quickly, ·wasting as little time as possible. 

The role set included ascertaining size, responditig to 

q~estions (wearing qualities, style, etc.), being willing to 

- travel around the department with a customer, writing up _sales, 

and wrapping up merchandise.. In addition, the girls were supposed 

to arrange the dfsplays and take care that thetr areas were kept 

neat. The company discouraged small talk among the girls. It 

should be noted that there were several other non-quant1fiabl·e 

role -requirements. They-included the ability to interact pleasantly 

wit~ customers and to impress them with the quality of the service 

rendered. 

lh.2, Infant's Square. The workers in this are-a were older 

than any of the~thers in the department. They rarely left the 

-square and usually stayed at their own individual counters within 

it. When they did ··1eave 1n order to assist in other areas, they 

' 
_ lill information through _the 

George~- ? . 'Lombard's ~u~e~~h~~~~~~ 
The Flimpton Press, 1955) · 

2Lambard, P• 34. 

was obtalned rrom 
.o--..~~.{Norwood, Mass.: 



never stayed long, hurrying back to their home base as quickly 

as they could. The frequency of interaction observed was low • 

. They co.n:forme(l closely to the set of roles described by management 

except in the sense that they were reluc~ant to leave their 

position. 

There were striking similarities among them. They all had 

at leas~ twenty years of experience, fifteen of which wer~ on that 

30b. All expressed sentiments of loneliness. They were all aware 

of their age ~d felt a sense of insecurity. Each one expressed 

strong feelings with .respect to being able to care for herself. 

In fact, this seemed to be the .predominant value among them. This 

is a logical explanation for the, low amount of interaction which 

·they exhibited among themselves and with their fellow salesgirls. 

ill three of them. felt affection for the _job. 

l!l!_ Sports Square • . The salesgirls in this area were the 

youngest in the department. Each one had her specialty. Observation 

showed a high frequency of interaction and a readiness to give 

support·. The girls exhibited sentiments of affection for one 

another. They tended to stay in the Sports Square or in the __ Boy's 

Square. In some resepcts their behavior conformed to the expected 

roles. They were ready to assist one another and this helped 

them cover the counters properly. It made the filling out of 

saleschecks more accurate as this was a t~sk requiring talent and 

practice. But their interaction also included small talk which 

detra9ted from their attention to business. 
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The values which characterized these salesgirls were ·traced 

back to common desires to get away from home. Each one saw herself 

as an adult {or wanted to) and as a contributing member of a group 

of American girls. This is important because most of them were 

children o! immigrants and were living or had lived in homes where 

daughters of adult age were treated as children. There was a 

value . concerning fair play in selling; the Sports Square salesgirls 

discouraged "grabbing" customers. There was a norm of sales 

(about $100) which was valued as both an upper·· and lower limit 

for a good day's sales. That each girl - had a specialty and accepted 

responsibility for a distinct case reinforced her wish to be considered 

an adult. The ways in which som~ of them deviated from these 

norms also added to the positive valuation of their self ·concept. 

Some sold .more than the norm and th~rby increased the feeling 

that they were, in accord with their greater age, more mature and 
. . ~ •., 

competent. 
.' :- . ·. 

· fil Dress Squares. The behavior of the salesgirls at these 

three squares was erat1c. Some stayed close to the square while 

others ranged . about the department • . . Some . interacted frequently 

while others rarely did so. There · was · ·a wide range of attitudes 

toward the· job. Some saw 1 t as a means to another job with higher · 

pa,.an~ more status while others saw it as a method of demonstrating 

their superiority. It 1s significant that those who fitted the 

'offici~l definition of the roles were outcasts • 

. Several of these salesgirls fitted the category of "grabbers~" 

The value which was strongest among them was taking care of one-
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~elf. They did not interact frequently but placed high value on 

success in sales. They moved around the department more than any 

of the others. In general, success on the job was see_n as sub

stituting for some personal failure. The experience at work appeared 

to reinforce the conclusions which were to be drawn from outside 

life. Because all could not be best, and the quest for success 

isolated them, their jobs tended to reinforce feelings of loneliness 

which stemmed- from the outside. These ambitions workers were the 

ones w~o exhibited the greatest unfavorable sentiments for the 

Job. 

When a new girl came on the Job it was the f@ction 

of one wor~er, the Sponsor, to assist her in learning the roles 

_ and ab111tie~ which it required. In this way, the store's manage~ 

ment recognized that specific attention mcist be given to the 

socialization of entrants into the work situation. _ This can 

be understood in li_ght of the wide range of non-formal behavior 

which _this type of work required. In addition to lea_rning the 
.,_ 

various ·skills such as writing up sales and wrapping merchandise, 

a .new girl ·had to· acquire modifications in her att1 tudes and be

havior in ord~r to fulfill her roles. 

- New girls were the .first . to be blamed whenever a mistake 

. was made,_ often when ther·e was no reason for making such _ an 

~ssumptidn. · She was notified of her subordinate position in 

several ~ays. Her S~onsor informed her of her status. The older 

. workers _frequently acted unfriendly toward ber. She wa$ isolated 
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from the informal interactions which were carried on. The various 

____ grou:ps _ did not go out of their way to assimilate a new girl. 

As a result o! this and of the high degree of embarassment resulting 

~rom mistakes, new girls tended to be nervous and fearful. The 

~act _that their mistakes were not so important as in other kinds 

of work made it possible.for the Sponsor to allow the new girls . 

to work on their own. In tact, they seemed purposely to avoid them 

after they had been on the job for a few· weeks. Although_ the 

Sponsor was supposed to be . the miin ag~nt of socialization, this 

~unction was performed more by the interactions with the customers. 

There was a low amount of assistance given by the regular workers. 

Several :patterns emerged from the behavior of the salesgirls • 

. ~hese patterns were reflected in commonly-held norms·. The workers 

bel1evect. tnat one snoul.a. stay at her squar·e, should sell her mer

chandise, and should not sell more -·than $100. Deviation from 

these norms was punished by various · physical _means _·such as by 

hitting her with a drawer. More common, however, were less yiolent 

sanctions such as ostracism (as in the case of the "grabbers"). 

It_ appeared that status was ascribed through the recognition of 

seniority and adherence to the group's norms. Accordingly, the 

- women who worked in the Infant's Square were highly respected 

while the "grabbers" who were older but deviant. were ostracized·. 

One of the Sports Square workers who was older arid conformed to 

the norms of the group:. especially well, was well liked and accorded 

high status. 
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Lombard makes the observation that the dominant values which 

each of the girls held was correlated to the support of her par

ticular self-image. More accurately, he notes that these values 

pertained to what the girls wished to believe about themselves. 

He also noted that there was little mobility in the organization 

and that a salesgirl's ideal self was changeable with time. What 

happens when the structure of rewards and required behavior no 

longer reinforces it? 

One last aspect of the work situation needs a.ttention. 

The salesgirls had t9 interact with customers as a part of their 

lobs. Tact, patience, courtesy, knowledge and aggressiveness 

were all necessary for the adequate satisfaction of the demands 

of the job. Experience and a-ge were highly valued. The older 

ladies had much -of both. But they _were less able to deal with 

many situ~tions which selling required. This was especially true 

when they were forced to leave their own area. Contact with 

customers required adaptability which they were unable to give. 

At . the ·same time, their experience made them highly competent 

to deal with the type of customers which they met in the Infant's 

Area (they had a common interest in babies). Customers in this 

area came to be helped. This reinforced -the_ ideal-self image 

which was common among these ladies. However, in the Sports 

·Square, customers often knew wha·t they wanted. Service here was 

of the less rewarding sort, mainly seeking the particular merchandise 

desir~d in the storage areas. 
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To the extent that girls experienced conflicts between 

the behavior or customers toward them and their self-image, they 

came to accept certain generalizations abo_ut the customers. These 

generalizations were based upon their .2?!!!. values. However, it must 

be remembered that the customers were not aware of the values 

which the salesgirls held but acted on a set of their own. For 

this reason rejection of merchandise was felt to be rejection of 

the .salesgirl. Furthermore the failure to buy was seen as the 

customer's fault. 

Conclusions. It can be assumed that the salesgirls did 

not have the knowledge necessary to perform the activities involved 

1n the technological system before coming on the job (knowledge 

of products, how to write ~P sales checks ~roperly, how to wrap 

packages, etc.). The first conseqtience of scicialization in this 

work situation was, then, that the girls le~rned certain knowledge 

and skills. Certain aspects of the formal system were circumvented 

by the non-formal system. The company did not believe that it 

would be necessary for them to help one another and so when this 

occurred the pattern~ of behavior, founded on values and norms 

sat by the group, differed from what the company desired. Simi

larly, 1n the widely held belief that $100 worth of sales in a 

day was enough, the workers acted on a sys~em of values which was 

the result of experience in the work situation, unanticipated 

by management. The belief that a salesgirl should not show too 

_ much ·ambition was in direct opposition to the est1ma tions of 

managemant. The most obvious aspect of the informal system was 



,that it existed at all. Although it was not made a major goal 

of management, the salesgirls were discouraged from activities 

which might be~called informal while on ·the job, this in a work 
. -· 

situation which supplied frequent opportunities for it. 

The most cohesive group within the larger departmental 

body was the Sports Square group~ The least cohesive group (it 

1s deba~able whether the word applies to them) was that working 

at ·the Dress Squares. Among these groups were the "grabbers." 

4& 

The first was characterized -by Lombard as friendly. The second 

was _ marked by animosity among several qf its members. It is 

significant that Sports Square group was comprised by the youngest 

and least ~xperienced girls while the Infant's Square was com

prised by the oldest. But feelings of satisfaction with the· Job 

were strongest in these two areas. In addition, - the type of 

customers served at the Infa.71.t's Square were usually friendly 

while those as the Sp-orts Square were least likely to exhibit 

friendly _ behavi~r. 

· _So in spite of ·significant differences between them with 

resp·ect to the compos1 tion of their members and with respect to 

the nature of their interaction with customers; similarities 

ware observed. The degree of consensus with respect to values 

and adherence to aorms was high in both. It was in these two 

groups t~~t ·self-imag~were most completeli reinforced by exp~rience. · 

·It was. also - in these two groups that the most positive sentiments 

· were held with respect to the job, the company and the group. 
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From this the tenatlve conclusions can be drawn that 

a~Justments made to satisfy demands posed by the work situation 

( the work groups and the organization as well as tnose arising 

out of the technological system) will be adequate if they are 1n 

agreement with the self concept of the individual or if the dis

agreement between that concept and the adjustments brings about 

a change in the self concept. However, if the self concept is 

adhered to, an adequate fit will not be erected with unfavorable 

results as far as that individual 1s concerned. 
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This study was designed as a description of life as a 

railroader. Its nature was more that of an antbropological than 

a sociological study. It concentrated most upon the sub-culture 

which has developed among railroad people. For this reason all 

of it is not of use here. Rather than dealing with all railroaders, 

the discussion will be confined mainly to the role of the engi

neer and his place in the world of railroads. 

_The mere fact that a man words for a railroad does not 

gain him entrance into the ranks of railroaders. For instance, 

White collar -workers are regarded with disdain by the real rail

road men. Office executives and clerks fall into this outcas~ 

·aggregate. Within the group there are functional divisions of 

some· significance. · There are operational, mechanical, maintenance 

and right of way workers• all of whom are railroaders. -'There are 

·seniority defferences among them. Seniority is considered to be 

the prime determinant of status w:1-thin any one division or job 

but 1s ~uper~eded by status ascribed according to job. Seniority 

loses its -validity outside of the geographical area where it was 

learned. · 

· ·'ill information · through the conclusions was obtained from 
W~ Frederick Cottrell, ~ Railroader (Stanford; The Stanford U. Press, 1940; 
The study pertained to the years leading-up to the introduction 
of diesel locomotion •. For this reason the information may not -
still be accura-w but this is immaterial for the purpose of this 
study. 
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The Operating Department is the most isolated and independent 

of -the divisions. It ·is a monopoly built on technology. Within 

it, the only mobility 1s vertical and it 1s based almost entirely 

-Upon seniority. Because of this, because of the highly specialized 

.work situation and because of the long periods o! training involved, 

uniformities tend to emerge. In the operating ·department, indeed, 

on the whole ,road, the engineer is the most highly respected _and 

paid worker. 

How does one become an engineer? There are certain pre

requisites. A prospective engineer must be young, physically 

tit (especially with respect to sight and hearing); and literate. 

He first becomes a student fireman. In six months he learns 

enough to handle a locomotive but under normal circwn.stancas it 

takes about ten more years before he qan become an engineer. 

The ·reason for this is that limitations are placed upon entrance 

by the E3nginear's union. A 11s·t of availa_ble engineers 1s kept 

(called ·the "board~) and .is matched against the demand which ·the 

·management displays. This 11st is ordered according to seniority. 

As dem~d grows, or · the ol_der men retire or die, new engineers 

are accepted from the ranks of the firemen, also according to 

seniority. Now it becomes obvious why one of the prime requirements 

of prospective firemen is youth. The strict adherence to se~iority 

1n considering a worker for advancement has a detrimental effect 

upon the educationai" standards -of the group because consideration 

1s not given to diffarentia1 · 1evels of learning or ability. 
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The attractions of the Job include long-run advancement 

-and security but this entails the sacrifice of short-run ambition. 

_Income is high but family life is poor. · There 1s a high amount 

of prestige and feeling of pride in craftsmanship but ·a high 

amount of discomfort and danger. 

There 1s a conflict betwee~ the position of the engineer 

and that of the conductor. The latter is the official superior 
':. 

of ·the former~ However, his prestige is not nearly so high. The 

conductor is responsible for the entire train but it is t~e engi

neer who _controls it. It is he who has the responsibility for 

the p°11ysical well-being of the equipment, crew, ~d passengers or 

freight. ~tis he who makes the crucial decisions. While on the 

Job, he has ~o superior. On the contrary, the con~uctor is more 

of an overseer. He has many superiors with whom-he interacts 

daily. He may have more education but often has less experience. 

Laetly, and most importantly, the ~ngineer is the he~d o~ the 

railroad _ communit:y. He 1s the elite of the laborers. The conductor 
. . . 

· .1s lowest of the managers. 

The knowledge required of conductors, is broad but of only 

slight complexity. , The training period for conductors is spent 

·_ as br~kemen. As with the firemen, it oftep takes ten years to 

arrive at_ the goal of b_eing a conductor. 
. . 

~ general, stratification in the status structure 1s based 

up~n the technological essent1al1ty of the Job and upon the amount 

of power through monopoly which can be asserted. Consequently, 

the one real danger to any individual's status is technological 



change. It affects both the status of his job and his rating 

within the craft. This is true because the value of seniority 

holds only as long as the job remains the same. 

Cottrell notes that there are similarities which emerge 
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on the roads ·among the members of each type of job. This is not 

the result of selection at the time of hiring. It is relatively 

easy _to begin the long climb. However, selection does take a 

heavy toll as the years mount up. The sacrifices mentioned before 

tend ~o contribute an urgency to socialization. It is virtually 

--impossible ;'to continue if a sati•sfactory fit cannot be erected 
-

(such was not the case with salesgirls). 

The geographical mobility of the railroader {especially 

the engineer) makes for loose· family - ties ~d a loose sexual 

morality. Living conditions are typically poor~ The contributions 

made to community life are likely to be slight because "what 

1nvotves ·careful, long-time planning, continuous personal interest, 

enthusiastic participation, or painstaking administration will 

be noticeable by its absence."4 Participation in local society 

1s usually of a transitory nature, contributions being mostly 

p·ecuniary in nature. 

·Th& society in which most railroaders live is characterized 

by Cottrell as .urban. In small towns the railroader is mobile. 

His family has rights of free railroad usage. There is little 

personal involvement with the community as mentioned above. 

Further, the railroader is dominated by a tlme consciousness • 

. 4Cottrell, .2.E.• cit., p. 48. 
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Railroads literally race against time. The most important piece 

of equipment carried by every railroader is a h~ghly accurate watch. 

It is checked for accuracy by the comp~y regularly. For these 

.reasons, the railroad man 1s not able to · form many primary relations. 

·At work, his ·job is · often solitary. He spends much of his time 

in strange places working with a constantly changing crew. Even 

his off duty hours are spent largely in the compan1 of only casual 

acquaintances. For this reason his family may be very im:p_()rtant 
0 • 

to him. It tends to be _large and marked by its ·involvement with 

railroading, The irregularity of casual relationships is irritating• 

and so the time tends ~o discourage them. 

One of the most striking aspects of railroad life is the 

use of _argot. It amounts to an almost separate language. 
in 'Lo 

degree to which a man has become assimilated by the group is his 

ability to use it. It adds to the feeling of distinction which 

marks this kind of work. 

Conclusions. The fact that railroading encourages the for

mation _of separate commun1t1es within the towns or cities where : 

the railroader and his family lives 1s significant. Socialization 

under these circumstances results in a more distinct set of ad

justments. The fit which is erected consists of many facets.· 

It is of great significance both on and off the job. - An engineer : 

1s an engineer at home no less than on the job. The fact that 

he can be called on short notice for a job which may carry him · 

·hundreds , of miles away £°or a day or ·more underlies home life. 

The use of argot extends to the home. Time consciousness is a 

way of life not to be left at work. 
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Soc1al1zat1on · extends over a life-time. It is accomplished 

first in _the home. Most railroaders are the sons of railroaders. 

Many engineers begin their training in their teens. Much of their 

growing up is done amidst the dust, noise, and violence of a life 

which is both exciting and compelling. There is little room in 

a railroad for a man who cannot adjust. Indifference to or 

rebellion against the many social_ demands 1s rare. Socialization · 

in this situation is very much an all or nothing affair. 

Perhaps most significant, a railroader is a railroader 

at all times and in all places. For this reason a lack of con

gruence between his self image and the demands of the job is highly 

unlikely. _ The long perlod of time .during which he seeks admission 

to that group and the rigors_ ·of assimilation by it do not admit 
,...., 

of any partial successes. · -: The investment entailed in time and 

effort makes the adjustments relatively permanent. Although 

Cottrell does not discuss it, -and there is no empirical evidence 
• J 

to confirm it, it seems likely _th.at a railroader remains _ a rail
I , 

roader · Perhaps this is why Cottrell himself seems to take so 

much pride in his attachment to it. 
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o. The Machine Sho~5 

~he study took ~lace in a department of a factory. There 

were fourteen workers a.i+d a foreman. Work was assigned in lots by 

the foreman. There was no interaction between workers required 

by the technological system. However, the formal system did allow 

for movement within the shop as each worker was able to leave 

his machine in order to get tools. The spatial arrangement of 

the shop was such that the two types of _worker, machinists and 

operators, were at opposite ends of the room. 

Zaleznik outlines seve~al determinants of status. They 

are pay, age, ethnicity, education and length of service with the 

organization. There was a spread of $1.10 per hour between the 

most ~1ghly and lowest paid workers. In each of the other areas 

of status mentioned above there was a corresponding spread. There 

was, then, a htgh degree of status diversity. There was also 

a great deal of status inconsistency, individuals ranking high in 

some areas and low in others. On the job, symbols of status included 

the kind of tool box which a worker possessed and the type of 

clothes he wore. If his tool box was old ·and well filled it 

.indicated that he was probably an experienced and skillful machinist. 

If it was new and_ only partially filled, he wat likely to be less 

expert. Work clothing was rented by the week. There were 

5A11 information was obtained from A. Zalez~ik, worker 
Satisfaction. ~ Development (Boston: Harvard university, 1956). 
The conclusions ara made in the general discussion. 



r no rules governing what was worn but custom assigned overcoats 

to the machinists and aprons to the operators • 

.AB a result of the lack of interaction requ1~ed- by the job, 

- the activities in the non-formal behavior system were relatively 

few. It 1s important that they were accounted for in the formal 

system as part .of the foreman's job but were carried out non

formally instead. Situations often arose where a worker found 

that he needed tools from someone else. This rarely occurred 

between machinists a~ it was part ~f the job to acquire needed 

tools on their own. Borrowing was a self-limiting 7 activity. 

If a worker borrowed too often it placed a strain upon the system. 

In doing so he made a nuisance of himself and _demonstrated his 

inadequacy to perform his functions on his own. _ Operators often 

-found themselves unable to do a Job for technical reasons. In 

such c~ses they would ask for help from one of the machinists. 

Again; ihi~ was .rarely . done among the machinists th~mselves 
• - l • • • 

because in doing so, one professional would be demonstrating his 

·lack of skill to another. Both of these activities were most 

- often carried on · with one of the machinists, Ron, who was considered 

by Zaleznik as the informal leader. 

Activities in the informal system· were almost entirely 

limited to lunch and coffee breaks. At these times the workers 

usually spread out around the shop. There were two concentrations: 

the card-playing and conversation subgroups. In addition, there 

was the foreman, an isolate, · and a worker who regularly played 

chess· with a worker in another area. 
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I 

The card-playing subgroup consisted of eight workers. 

-~ Two of them were on-lookers who never participated in _play. 

·.The game was ~ form of whist played with two teams of _two each. 

Fart1c1pation among the six players was constantly shifting. The 

two who were not playing -went out for coffee in order to save 

time. It is significant that the two on-lookers gained no recog

nition for their contributions (such as when they got the coffee 

or -brought 1n· other essentials). They were merely tolerated. 

On the _contrary, when one of the · players provided something for 

the group~ he was given recongition for his efforts. This group 

was completely spontaneous in nature. There was no leader. 

· There was~ minimum of competition among the players. Skill 

was valued above victory. There was little differentiation among 

_them. The shifting partnerships offered little opportunity for 

. dominance to develop through -winning. In fact, after the observers 

asked the group for . a record of wins and losses, the group did 

ke~p such a s6ore fof a time but gave it up. The observers felt 

_fairly sure that proof of long-term ability served as a divisive 

influence and was discontinued for that reason and not the excuse 

given by the players. 

· The conversation subgroup most often discussed politics. 

There were two regular members and two whose limited participation 

placed them -· on the periphery. · One of these, Vi to, might have 

contributed except _that he had only been in the United States for 

-tive y~ars and _ was not knowledgeable enough. Vi to was also one 

of the workers who sought help most frequently. The group was 
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( · a stable one and appeared ready to accept them if the two ~eripheral 

workers wished to take a more active part in it. 

The most important line dividing the work group was the 

operator-machinist dichotomy. This was significant 1n the member

ship ·or the info·rmal groups. Seven of the eight card players 

were operators. All of the conversationalists were machinists. 

The chess player and the isolate were machinists. So the division 

brought about by the technologic~l system, reinforced by the non

formal system and by the status structure was reflected in the 

informal system as well. -The machinists were professionals 

and felt that the significant aspects of work were to be found 

in the individual's performance in the technological system~ The 

one card-playing machinist was one of the lowest paid and inexperienced. 

The isolate, Axel, was the highest paid and most experienced. 

He .was the only one who had a special title {Instrument Maker

mach1n1st). Interaction in the conversation subgroup was casual. 

Acti:vities did not carry over into life outside of the work 

situation as they did in the card-playing subgroup. 

__ · The machinists, especially the isolate, felt themselves 

to be a part of a larger group, that of their profession •. They ,· 

viewed life in the .work situation through th-e eyes of a man s·ocia.lized 

by previous experience. As a result, the technological behavior 

system was the most important determinant of their self-image. 

Skill · at their jab was, therefore, far more important to most o·f 

them then social success·. Socializ~tion for them was carried on 

through the erection of a fit between the requirements of the 
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formal and technological systems and not the informal system. 

Zaleznik makes the point that this non-involvement in social 

activities was beneficial to their perfQrmance at work because 
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it prevented them from biing distracted by social considerations. 

The fact that they were not exposed to demands from the work 

group, except in giving help and lending tools, made their reluctance 
... . . . . . . 

to participate feasible for them (they were ~ot subjected to 

sanctions imposed by the groups for deviance) and prevented their 

disruption of the group. 

When ·the study began, there was an operator who was described 

as a deviant. ?his man, Len, saw everJthing in terms of a conflict 

between managers and workers. Investigation showed tha.the had 

no family and few friends _outside of the work group. At forty 

rears of age he had not achieved an adequate fit with society 

in general or the work s1 tuation (_any work situation) in particular. 

He had a past hist~ry of frequent changes of job. An intelligent 

man, Len had been the city ·che5s champion. Zaleznik's observation 

1ndicat~d that he was un~ble _to participate in social activities. 

ijis inability to interact led to a frustration which was expressed 

1n two ways. He would communicate by playing chess and promo_t1ng 

interest 1n it alllong the workers. He also felt compelled to 

"publish" his beliefs about what was wrong with the way the 

management was running the shop. - He expressed his fee_lings 

to the observer when ha said that he was just a maverick and felt 

that he had to make his ideas know~. He did this by posting 

notices first on the shop bulletin board and then on o~e which he 
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put up next to his machine. Naturally this bro~ght about a con

flict with the foreman which eventually led to Len's dismissal. 

Len felt that the people with whom he worked were ·either for or 

against him. In fact,. they expressed their inability to understand 

him. The one exception to this was Ron, the informal leader, who 

-ma.de an attempt · to help him. He was not successful in helping 

him to adjust. Like all men, Len ~eeded to interact with others, 

but he could not make the adjustments necessary to do it, .at 

least in this work group. Unlike the machinists, who found self 

expression possibilities in their work and who ma~e up for the 

lack of interaction on the job at home. Len attemtped to force 

himself upon the group, this required that it adjust to him rather 

than he to it. The group does adjust to the needs of its members, 

it 1s,after _a.11, comprised by them, but there are . llmits upon 

this. Consequently, -_ Len was expelled from it. In fact, he 

was .expecting to be fired. He realized that his :position was 

---=untenable but he kept on. He had come to accept rejection. Len 

was unable to adjust to group_ life but had adjusted to rejection. 

In this case socializa tiori was a consequence not of ac.ceptance 

by the group but of alienation and expulsion • 

. Another 1mportan t indi vid:tial was Axel, an lsola te •. He 

occupied the highest position within the status structure as applied 

to ~ormal and technological systems. As mentioned above, he was 

paid the most and had received official recognition of his skills 

1n a -distinct title. He was jealous of his position a.ild often _ 
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spoke disparagin\ly of machinists in general. He considered 

-- -himself a craftsman in a profession corrupted by medioc~i ty. 

He was bo.rn. and trained abroad and spoke with a heavy accent. 

He was not inclined toward interaction and this appeared to be 

a part of · his person-all ty. ·rhis tendency was reinforced by the 

phys1·cal characteristics of the shop. 'l~he job its elf did not 

require interaction. His place was at the end of the bench where 

i~teraction was not as likely to arise. By refraining from lnter

act1on, his status was dependent on his reputation as a craftsman 

and not on his ability to participate in group activiti .es. ·This 

·included non-formal activities. He was rarely approached for help -

or for tools. He did not participate 1n any of the informal sub

groups. 

Axel's effect on the group was minimal. His presence 

nie~her h~lped nor hindered interaction. He did not try to _make 

-anyone else look bad. The group had come to accept his behavior. 

For these reasons he was not disruptive. He had adjusted to the 

presence of· the group and it . had adjusted to the presence of a 

non-participant. It is doubtf~i" that much socialization had occurred. 

The _group had merely reinforced the traits which already exist~d. 

_The informal leader,_ Ron, occupied a position of inherent 

frustration. It was obvious that his activities were important 

to the .f'unctlon_ing of the shop. But his position was an informal 

one, unrecognized by management·. - It was insecure because a new 
. . 

worker could join the group at any time and take his position 
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away from him. He was a Negro and had some college education. 

The fact that he did not graduate made him feel like a- second-

rater. His position as the second leader in the shop · (after the 

i'oreman) aggravated this feeling. It is important that, in 

actuality his activities were mostly confined to the non-formal 

behavior system and not the informal system (here Dubin's terminology 

can_ lead to c_onfusion). Ron stayed clear of the various informal 

groups, spending his break time in the store room playing chess. 

He had both the technical skill required to teach and help 

the social skill as well. He had an intuitive ability to under

,stand social phenomena and was willing to assume responsibi~ity 

for the task of leadership. 

As a result of his family life in childhood (his parents 

were both well educated) and his education, Ron held values which 

-illade his position a rewarding one. But the insecurity which 

charac_t~rized it . preven tad him• from achieving complete satisfaction 

·_ of his need to 11 ve Ul) to the ideal image which he had of his 

·self. That he was in this position was partially · the fault of 

the -formal leader who was · w;iable to fulfill the aspect of his 

role which required him to be the informal (or non-formal) leader 

· -as well as the formal leader. ·As a machinist Ron might have satis- · 

fled his needs through pride in his craft as did Axel. 

· .· His ambiguous situation was_ the result of failings in the 

organi·zation of the work ·situation. Had the foreman provided 

- the leadership - that was assumed by the org~n1zation all would have 
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been well. Had the organization recognized officially the role 

which Ron was fulfilling all would also have bean well. But the 

situation as it actually was placed him in a position where he was 

unable to make a sati~factory adjustment to the demp.Uds placed 

upon_ him. That he was able to maintain his position shows that · 

he had made an adjustment sufficiently adequate to prevent dis

ruption of the group. But periods of despondency were observed, 

showing that his fit was far from what might have been desired. 

The formal leader, named Clyde, was .also in a position 

where the fit which had been erected over a lifetime was less than 

perfectly adequate. He had little interaction with the workers 

apart from the formal behavior sys te_m. E:e had been exposed __ to 

a change in the composition of his superiors. He had to interact 

with engineer~ now instea~ of fellow managers. This, along with . 

his 1ack of education resulted in a tendency to· view others as 

either "theoretical" or "practical." He had gone through an 

apprenticeship which entailed gradual advancement to journeym~ 

at·atus. The __ discipline to which he had been exposed and the 

m111 tary-lik~ _ di;feren t _iation between bosses _ ~~ workers which 

characterized his earlier experience had brought about the erection 

of a fit fully adequate to deal with that type of situation. 

But the change _~n the composition of the management had _bro~ght 

with it a new orientation toward workers. Th~ role of tha fore-

man was no longe~ st_r1ctly formal. Foremen were expected to interact 

with ·the workers on a much more intimate basis. Clyde was unable 

. .-.,, . ! ; • 
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to ~ake t his change in attitude and behavior. While his position 

in the -power structure was, if ·anything, enhanced, his position · 

1n the authority and status structures was made ·more similar to 

that of the wor·kers. Labor tµiions and management review made his 

pos1t1ori _less autonomous but he had new·non.-formal and informal 

responsibilities. 
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~. The Restaurant6 

The stud1 had limited objectives. It was not designed 

to examine the totality of social relations which _ occur in restaurants. 

Rather, it was directed toward the analysis of the activities 

wbich the waitress is called upon to participate in and . toward 

arriving at some _understanding of the effects which these activities 

have upon her. Special attention was given to the circumstances 

su;-round_ing her loss of control 1n situations of extreme tension. 

In such cases waitresses were subject to crying spells. 

!he work situation of waitresses is rather a s:pecial one 

because it 1s involved in -interactions with both customers and _ 

producers. One of the ways in which interaction with customers 

1s carried out is .in tipping. Through tipping the waitress 

receives th~ customer's response to her activities. It is s1gni

~1cant that waitresses frequently view the tip left, or .the absen; e 

of one, ~s i reflection upon themselves. ·As roles were enforced 

in the . _clothing department by calling · deviants "grabbers," as they 

were enforced in the machine shop by the formal leader, they were 

e:Q.forced· in the restauran_ts by_ loss of the reward which supplied 

6A11· information through the conclusions was obtained from 
William Foote Whyte, Industry and Society (New York and London: 

· McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc .-;-T946), pp. 123-147. 

' 



much of the incentive for work. Further, its loss was a social 

sanction, reflecting upon the worker's ability to fulfill her 

role. 
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This is indicative ·or an aspect of the work situation in 

restaurants of considerable significance. T:Pe situation is a · 

changing one. The waitress can adjust her behavior·and achieve 

a high degree of competence and still not be able to satisfy all 

of .the demands placed upon her. Just when she thinks that she 

has everything under ·control, some new eleme_nt is introduced which 

~lunges her back into a morass of problems. When this occurs, 

and when her performance is not ·satisfactory, she is notified of 

it immediately. When her difficulties are the fault of others 

1n the organization, as is frequently the case, it is she who 

suffers. 

The frequency of erring spells was correlated to the amount 

of expereince of the . waitress. · If a waitress cannot stand up 

-- --- under the pressure and breaks down _ too often, she_ usually .leaves 

-the restaurant to seek employme11t elsewhere. The more ex:perienced 

workers hava learned the skills and attitudes necessary to meet 

a . broader range of de_mands. Both of these are related to sociali

zation. The failure to produce an adequate fit results in an 

intolerable situatio~, ~ne in which social pressures result in 

expulsion. The more experienced wa1 tress often has an.other 

edge ori the less experienced one. In many restaurants, the experienced 

workers are located in close proximity to one another. By virtue 
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of their greater organization, they are able to help one another 

out. The inexperienced workers, on the other hand, are often so 

rushed that they cannot assist one another. The exfer1enced girls 

have adjusted to the relations which are carried on i1th the 

production personnel. ~hey know the mores and folkways involved 

and can get better service out of them. An experienced waitress 

1s more likely to have regular customers on whom she can depend 

fo~ a certain amount of predictab.il~ty. This can make a gr~at 

deal of difference when the pressure is on. 

Waitresses with a lot of experience are more: likely to 

know their role. in au throi ty relations. ·:rhey are more like~y to v 

be able .to -interact with their customers and fellow workers in , 

ways which will not make them subject to rebuke by their super-

visors~ ..: 

~his may · be a significant variable but often experienced 

-waitress.es break . down when inexperiencei ones ' do -.not.· lt _ can be 

traced to the fact that this kind of work favors women with a 

more aggressive personality. Skilled waitresses know how to 

approach custome!s in order_ to get things started properly. 

If they a ppear sure ot themselves, they often can begin service 

in such a way as to set the tone of the relationship at the start. 

Furthermore, . a skilled waitress can maintain a ~atisfactory 

relationship with customers by maintaining her confide.nee. The 
' . 

waitress -1s ·met by many demands by the work organization but the 

demands of customers can be beyond the possibility of satisfaction. 
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customers are not as easily confined by the rules of the work 

organization. There is, then, an element which cannot be success

tully planned for. 

It was found th~t girls with some leadership experience, 

who h.ad become accustomed to siezlng the initiative, were better 

su1t~d for this type of work. Through the comparison of girls 

with similar backgrounds and experience, it was discovered that 

se~mingly insignificant ~atterns in the experiences of each one 
C 

had a strong influence on the ability to exercie-s initiative and, 

therefore, to meet the demands of the job successfully. Among 

the elements which were found to have an effect was the size of 

the family from which a worker came .. The girl from a large family 

was. more likely to be used to making her own adjus·tments to social 

re_la tionships. 

_Social mobility in the restaurant is also of significance. 

When a girl comes to work in a restaurant from rural areas- or 

from a lower class . urban family, she must ~ake adjustments which 

· bring her more in line with middle class manners and customs. 

'.But the .sirl who comes from a middle class background often finds 

herself in a s1tuatiQn which makes demands which she finds quite 

d1ff1cul t to satisfy. _She feels that she 1s being ordered . 

about by people_ who a·re her equals 1f not her inferiors. Often 

girls of this type find· it difflcul t to form sa. tisfying relation

sh1ps with their fellow workers. This 1s a serious matter in 

a work situation which requires the close coordination of . many 
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different people not to speak of the difficulties encountered when 

he~ping one another is not common. More importantly, the support 

which 1s received from membership in a non-formal or informal 

group on the job ts almost a necessity for withs0 tax1ding the 

pressures exerted by the situation~ 

Conclusions. The most successful waitresses.begin to 

construct a £.it long before they begin work. The patterns of 

thought and behavior which a girl. brings with her to the restaurant 

are significant. 
C. 

It appears that the presence or absen~e of 

certain personality traits, developed through social relationships 

in childhood,are important especially in times of stress. On 

the Job, socialization was carried out through the interaction 

:With other workers, with the supervisor(s), and with the customers. 

In general, these three agents are in agreement on what the waitress 
• .,,, J 

1s· supposed to do. However, this ls not neces~ari~y the case. 

The fact that the atnoun t of pressure exerted on · the ·waitress.es 1s 

variable, accor~ing to the time of day, day of the wElk, .etc., 

·necessitates a certain · flexib111ty. This flexibility comes with 

- experience. Alt_hough there were sig:Q.ificant exceptions mentioned,, 

the amount of experience does emerge· as the most significant 

-variable : with respect to performance. It _appears that the ability 

to adjust· to- a changing work sttuation is required _ but so, too, _ 

is the ~bility to a~just to the necessity of adjusting. It appears 

that the ability to make adjustments in behavior eas~ly is a skill 

in_ itself which 1s partially -a matter of talent and partially the 

consequence ·of earlier socialization. 
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The .waitress must . be able to a~cept rough treatment from 

customers in a world of intense pressure withoµt allowing it to 

impair her ability to function. She must, then, erect a fit 

compos~d of many elements one of which is the ability to withstand 

pressures from her social environment without allowing them to 
r 

damage her self-confidence. Competenc_e, then, in this work 

s1 tua.tion is dependent to a large extent upon the degree to which 

the wk1tress has erected this type of fit. In a situation requiring 
•' 

the high frequency of interaction that this one does~ it appears 
( 

that the adequacy of the fit is of paramount importance. Witho~t 

it, a great deal of unpleasantness results. Often this can amount 

to the ~nability ~o continue ex1sti~g within the situation. Just 

as the railroader mus·t achieve an .adequate fit or withdraw, so, 

too, must the waitress. 



III. Summar1 and Comparison 
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In the first part of this study, socialization was developed 

as a concept which could be of value in understanding the relation

ship between the worker and the work situation. In the second 

part, four work studies were reviewed • . The problem·which remains 

is an evaluation of the points made in Part I in the light of 

the facts revealed in Part II. 

l. Social groups in -work situations pose demands upon the 

individual which must be satlsfied. In modifying his abilities 

in order to satisfy these demands, _ the individual constructs a 

more or .less adequate ill• · 
a) The Department Store. The store itself demanded certain 

skills ( technological system·). The department was divided in.to 

subgroups (formal system - the squares) which required patterns 

of behavior emphasizing reinforcement of the self -images among 

the workers. Throughout the department, limi ta_tions . were placed 

upon the aggressiveness which a worker should display in · selling 

(non~formal system). This conflicted in a few cases with the 

desire held by most of the gir~s to reinforce their self images. 

This resu~ted in deviance (the failure to erect an adequate fit). 

Aithough the deviants (the "grabbers") were ostracized from the 

work groups ·and chastised for their deviance, they continued in 

the work s1 tuation. Not ail d_e.mands, then, ~ to be satisfied. 

b) The Railroad. · workers here were r~quired to iearn many 

skills (technological system). They had to internalize sets . of 
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attitudes which were essential to the Job such as the extreme 

consciousness of time (formal system). De~and~ were posed which _ 

amounted to making the engineer su~reme on the tracks with an 
~ 

accordingly high amount of responsibility, th1s,,1n spite ot the -_ 

fact that the conductor represented management and was the titular 

formal leader. Because of the extremely long period of training 

required, because of the skills involved, and because of the 

extension. of the demands beyond the limits of the job itself, 

a high degree of conformity was required. Deviance could not 

be tolerated. 

_c) The Factory. _ Technical demands imposed in this situation 

varied in degree of difficulty. More was required of the machinists 

·1n this system (technological- system) that of . the operators. This 

was also true in other activities which were ~art of the non-

formal system. Lending and helping was always the function of 

the machinist and neve~ of the operator. But demands imposed in 

the informal system did not affect the machinists who exhibited 

a lower frequency of informal interaction. The most important 

informal group, the card-playing subgroup, did make demands of its 

memberswhich resulted in a different sort of fit than that which 

was the case among the :machinists (although one machinist was a 

member of that subgroup). In this case too, there were some demands 

which were not necessarily satisfied. 

d) The Restaurant. Demands which the waitress had to 

sat1s~y included skill at taking orders and getting the food on 

· the table correctly (technological and formal systems). It also 



( : included the formation of cooperative associations for easing 

heavy work . loads and imbalances. But the fluctuation of work 

~ressures was so great and uncontrollable that the job required 

~hat the waitress develop certain personality_adjustments which 

would enable her to ·withstand them. If the fit was not adequate 
. 

in this respect, the waitress often found herself unable to 

continue on the floor and had to leave it. It even caused some 

to quit altogether. 

2. In childhood, socialization ta.-~es place in primary 

groups. As the individual grows older, the number of primary 

.associations which he maintains decreases. More and more of his .. 
time is -spent in special purpose groups of limited intimacy. 

Adaptation- is related to the purpose of the group (work, recreation, 

etc.). Thus, in the wo_rk situation, the things transmitted, ~ 

group from which they™• and~ reason for membership become 

explicl t. 

a) The De~p_rtmen t Store. Al though there was a difference 

among -the salesgirls, each one ~ad a distinct opinion· of why she · 

was there. The type of fit created, or lack of it, was related 

to the tendency of the woik situation to reinforce the ideal image 

with which she compared· the implications of experience. The desire 

of each member for reinforcement by the group influen.ced what it _

demanded of her.· To the extent that socialization was successfully 

carri~d out, these desires were satisfied. The degree to whic~ 

relations among the salesgirls could be classified as "primary" -



differed among the subgroups. Relations among the members of the 

Sports girls very nearly reached this point. In the Infants' 

Square, relations were cordial but pragmatic. Interaction generally 

was of a non-formal rather than an informal nature. It 1s interesting 

that the women in the Infants' Square were the oldest and those 

1n the Sports Square were the youngest. 

b) The Railroad. Life in this situation was marked by 

mobility. The changeability of the constitution of a particular 

crew was such that it is doubtful that relations could have been 

of a prim~ry nature. · However, Cottrell did not discuss this in 

detail and judgment will have to be reserved. 

c) The Factory. With some workers (Axel arid Clyde, for 

instance) their presence in the work situation was for definite 

purposes. For others {Ron), the rewards which were to be gained 

trom that presence were not so clear. In the first case, the 

sources of the demands to which adjustment was made were similarly 

-clear. In the second case, they w~re many and marked by incomplete

·ness. ·where Ron was the leader in non-formal activities, exhibiting 

considerable facility for dealing with .others, he regularly left 

the · area during the times when informal relations were being carried 

on. Here, as in the department store, the relations which the 

older workers participated in were much more pur~osefully oriented. 

The machinists were generally older than the operators - and much 

less likely to carry on primary-type relations in the informal 

system. (The conversation subgroup was non-primary, its members 

almost exclusively di~cussing a single subject with two of the 

four participating rarely.) 



· d) The Restaurant. The nature of· the job was not such that 

it was usually taken up for reasons other that explicit ones. 

: waitresses do not generally work in order to fill their time or 

to satisfy personal desires for self-actualization ( -~ unless 

they are masochists). Althou~h some of the associations formed 

in the non-formal and informal systems were of a primary nature, 

this was nei~her necessary nor the rule. Expediency was sufficient 
, . 

. . to . bring about the formation of such associations. The job was 

simply more bearable if this were done. - The skills and tricks 

which were transmitted as ; -a result of membership in groups of this 

type were explicitly functional. Other factors, such as middle 

class v~lues for · rural girls·, were ~s much the rasul t of interaction 

. _with mlddle ?-D.d upper class customers as of the work associations. 

The -adjustments which _the Job necessitated for competence in 

cer·ta1Ii extreme situations were a function of customer relations. 

Furthermore, ~ne_ of- the most important adjustments which were made 

was one of p·ersonal non-involvement. By making this adj_ust ~ t, 

--.wai.tresses became able to deal with customers on a functional and 

relat1vely ·1mpersonal level. There was not, however, any observed 

correlation between age and the ability to make it. It appeared, 

· rather, that the girls who could do it, received that ability 

from sources other than the works situation (previous socialization). 

3.. Many of the demands made upon the individual by the 

work s-ituation w _Ij. the result of its orga..llizational nature. Some 

ot them are dysfunctional. When an individual becomes a member 



of an organization, he first learns and then -internalizes facets 

of it. He comes to- think of the "rightness" and uwrongnes~" 

of acts in _terms of the fit which was produced by regular contact 

-with it. This may lead to the above dysfunctional elements, but 

need .not. 

a) The Department Store. . When workers in th-is study dis

played the highest degree of competence at their jobs, they con

formed to the officially designated patt erns of behavior.. The 

"grabbers" were disliked by the rest of the workers ·but th~y 

fit officially defined roles most precisely. Consequently, they 

were put in positions which enabled them to sell the most expensive 

merchandise, that which required the most competence. The least 

competent salesgirls ~rere the new girls. They spent most qf their 

time at the Boys' Square. This was the area where the least 

competence was required. The "grabbers" thought _of themselves 

as superior to the others. _ The fac~ that their competence was 

recognized by the organization in its formal system reinforced 

this belief. The best area ·in which to work was. believed by most 

_of ·the girls to be the Infants' -Square. This was because there 

was less pressure there • . B.ut froni the position of management, 

the· expensive dress sq-µ,are was the best place· because it was the 

most lucrative. It is interesting, however, that the workers who 

were most . favorable in their feelings toward the store were the 

Infants' Square ladies. · Following them ware the Sports Square . 

workers and at the bottom were the · "grabbers_." The Infants' 
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r • . · square workers drew most of their rewaras from dealing with customers. 

The Sports girls derived t1leirs from each other. fhe . "grabbers" 

-·drew theirs almost exclusively from their achievements on the 

. job {that is, from their high rates of sales). 11 Rightness" and 

"wrongness" were seen more in terms of living up to the values 

held by the subgroup than conforming to the _behavior expected 

by .the organl.zation in its formal system. It appears that the 

i~formal system was the more importatn segment of the organization 

·so far ·as dictating was concerned. Since it was frequently 

at odds with the formal system {as in the 1nformal _act1v1ty of the 

Sports girls), socfalization was in some ways dysfunctional from 

the poin~ -of view of maintaining th_e organization (although 

not from that of maintaining the informal groups). The hierarchical 

form of the authority structure· of the organization made little 

difference because ~ay t? day direction from above was minimal. 

_b) The Railroad_. The organization of the railroads was 

one with a long h_istory and a widespread application. It had 

·. become a part of the railroad subculture which had developed. 

The _formal syst~m· _demanded seniority as a prerequ1s1_te for ascension 

to the ranks of the engineers. Although the influence of the organi

zation .was pervasive both on and off the job, workers were not 

confined - by .it. · They were able :to achieve psychological success 

by pride- 1ri their cra£t and the knowledge that the~r-position 

provided for much responsibility. But to a co~siderable degree 

the workers were loyal to the · railroad. Since seniority was tied 

to the road (it was not generally transferable) and since most o! 



( the workers spent their whole lives working for that one road, 

there was much identification with it. The size of the railroad, 

the readily observable contribution which they made to it, the 

relatively low .degree _of interaction which they had with top 

management, and the existence of a highly diverse set of customs 

and attitudes all made the railroad - an entity encompassing far 

more than a job or even a complex of jobs. It was a way of life 

and belonged as much to them as to the stockholders. As such, 

a feeling of competence stemming from areas not directly related 

to the organizational structure (where authority was to be found), 

and the psychological success which it engendered, existed inde

pendently of the organization. There was a low am?unt of drsfunction

ality which resulted from socialization. This . may no longer· be 
. . 

_the case as . technology has made the presence of -the firemen un-

necessary and the workers have clung to the job for both economic 

reasons and reasons stemming from beliefs in the propriety of 

having the extra man aboard. 

c) The Factory. Dysfunctions arising from the organizational 

nature of the work situation included the rigidity which the formal 

leader (Clyde, the foreman) displayed; the deviance o~ the worker 

(Len) who resented the control of management which -he saw as 

preventing him .from demonstrating his abilities as an innovator; 

and in the isolation of Axel who felt confined by the -1.ack of 

challenge and by the dependency of his position in the status 

structure upon work performance and who consequently did not 



( . 
part1c1p_ate in the non-formal system (he did not lend or, give 

help often). The formal system required the workers to interact 

with the ~ormal leader but not with each other. His control, 

however, was not often exercised. Lack of psychological success 

seemed to come more from the nature of the technological system 

than from the existence of the organization itself as evidenced 

in the formal system. 

d) The Restaurant. In this situation organization was of 

great significance. The technical requirements. of the job were 

less important than the formal designation of how they were to 

be satisfied. The lines . of interaction all . converged on the · 

waitress. She interacted with customers, with management and with 

the kitchen and 1>antry help~ She had to deal with producers and 

customers (unlike the salesgirls). As a result of this and of the 

e:tficiency which was necessitated by the pressures of rush situa

tions, her activities were well defin.ed . by the formal system. 

She had . to adjust to meet these demands. But there were many 

tricks involved in getting the job done (non-formal system). 

There ·.was littl~ evidence to indicate that ·there was a ·common · 

association of "good" and "bad" with particular patterns of behavior. 

But even among gir~s who did not frequently break down, there was 

no indication of a feeling of psychological success. Perhaps this 

1s because one of the primary requisites of doing well- was in 

•recting a set of attitudes which instilated the s~lf from the 

pressures of the situatiori. If the· self is not involve~ (or if 

its involvement is minimized) there is little room for this. 



( . The studies seem to indicate that Argyris's scheme entailing 

the need for psychological success, applies in some situations 

more than in others. It does not appear - that this va.riation is 

correlated ~rith the degree o! presence of the organization in the 

work situation. This is not to say that Argyris was in error but 

only that the studies as reviewed here do not support him fully. 

·A.· Soc1a1.1zatio~ is stimulated through interaction. In the 

work situation, interaction takes several forms. Relations among 

workers are colored by elements of power, authroity, and status. 

They are carried on within ~ _sy~tems of behavior: technological, 

formal, non-formal, and informal. All of these are found to varying 

degrees in the work situation. The extent to which some are 

dominant and others are not influences the pervasiveness and 

e
1

ssent1al1 tz of socialization. 

a) The Department Store. Socia.l1zat1on was carried on 

here throug~ interaction with the Sponsor and with customers. 

As _long as a girl was .kept in the Boys' Square and not stationed 

.within one of the regular groups, she was not accepted by them. · 

Her interactionJwith members of those groups was slight. The 

fact t2at deviants existed and were able to remain in the situation 

in s:pi te· of the un:pleasa.n. t responses to their deviant behavior 

.s·uggests .that socialization which took :place informally was not 

essential- to the organization taken as a whole. It 1s doubtful 

that a . "grabper" could have remained within the Sports Square for 

long. The Dress Squares, where they worked, were occupied by 



· salesgirls who exhibited the least cohesion and did not appear 

to . cons ti tu te much of a,. group. It is, however, ·dif fi cult to tell · 

. ·Just how many of the sim1lar1 ties in behavior and values within 

the subgroups were a function of socialization a.~d how many were 

. the result of similarities 1n age and length of service. 

b) T~~ Railroad. Socialization in this situation was a 

process which was carried out over a number of years. It resulted 
. \ 

1n· a number of adjustments which amounted to a distinct 1)ersonal1ty 

which made a railroader a "breed ·. of animal" easily recognizable 

off the job as well as on. This contrasts sharply with the sales

girls who were not apparently much different off the job after 

working for the store for years. S~cialization on the railroads, 

then, was ex.tremely pervasive. Successful adjustment was necessary. 

The demands placed upon the 1nd1vidual by the technological and. 

---formal systems ware of the utmost importance. A worker who 

-could not or would ·not meet the demands set forth by these _systems 

could not be em:pl_oyed:( example: time consci~usness) • The conse-

- quences could easily have been disastrous. Individual performa.i.~ce 

was· adequate. The customs and folkways which might once h~ve 

been part of an informal system had -been ffiade a part of the formal 
. ' 

system by the management and by the unions. A fireman spent years 

in preparation for becoming an engineer (if he ever became on_e). 
. . 

The acquisition of such skills as the use of argot were necessary 

to the performance of tasks. They were. just as much a part of 

the formal system as they we-re of the inf'orm.al system. In the 
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actual situation of work, there was no duplication of positions. 

There was only one engineer, fireman, etc. on a crew. · The duties 

of each and their interactio_ns were formally designated. 

In the railroad '~ork situation, then, socialization was carried 

on more formally than informally a,nd was both essential and 

pervasive. 

c) -The ·.Factory. There was a dive_rsity of roles and of 

interaction • . It was not revealed how a worker who had no skills 

at all was trained. Socialization within the group was accomplished 

no_n-formally, and ~nformally_. The operators learned new skills 

by asking for help from one of the machinists. Most often, the 

1~formal leader (Ron) would give this· help and in so doing, would 

teach the operator. The formal leader was rarely asked for help 

although it was a part of his job to give it. This was because 

_operators did not want to indicate to him that they were unable to 

do their jobs. Al thoug_h this was essential for some of the workers, 

it was not necessary for all. Furthermore, non-formal socialization 

took many forms and was accomplished through_1nteract1ons with 

different people; thare was a choice made by both the worker who 

req~ested assistance and the worker who gave it. Socialization 

in _the informal system revolved around the informal subgroups, 

especially the card-playing subgroup. Since many workers . did not 

choose to have informal relations with other workers, and since 

the card-:playing subgroup did not accept anyone, s.oc1al1zation 

can be said to be relatively unessential. · The group was extremely 
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tolerant of deviance, accepting no~-participation without ·responding 

with visible sanctions. There did not seem to be much pervasive·

ness in the socialization w_hlch w~s carried on. After hours, 01:1e 

worker probably appeared much the same as the next. 

d) · The Restaurant. In t~is situation, socialization was 

accomplished through the formal and non-fo~~al systems. The job 

itself required adjustments in abilities and behavior. Each waitress 

developed her own style and little tricks whichmade the job easier 

for her. The pressures of the job tended to require . the ability · 

to insulate the pr 0 sonality from the pressures of the group •. . ~ 

The ability to do this 1was to .a _certain extent dependent upon 

inherent abilities and previous socializatio~. It was essential 

that a waitress be able to 1nte~act wlih customers without referring 

their behavior back to her sle,f image. Depending upon the nature 

of the restaurant she had to·' be able to . do her job efficiently 

1n order to satisfy ·both management and customers. · It was es.sential, 
•. - 1·· 

then, that the wai tre,ss adjust and achieve an adequate flt but 

just how demanding ,this was depended upon the restaura.11t in 

question. It is diffi-cult to tell how pervasive these adjustments 

were. There was _some indication, however, that the interaction 

with . cu~Jqm~rs brought abo~t a change in values. _ T~~~ was especially 

t~ue in the case of rurally born ·and raised girls who became 

waitresses in restaurants serving a middle and upper class clientele. 

The socialization which took place was generally essential to the 

maintenance of the situation and to some extent pervasive • 
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· A corollary to the conculsion drawn above (at i ) would be 

that the _pervas1veness and essential1ty which mark socialization 

· ·1n a given work situation ~re correlated with the· systems of 

behavior in which it is carried on. If it is primarily a part 

of the technological and/or formal system( s), 1 t 1s ,likely to be 

essen~ial to the 'operation ·of the organization and to the individual_'s 

continuing e~istence w1th1n it. It is also more likely to be 

pervasive in scope. If it is primarily a part of the non-formal 

and/or informal system(s}, it is likely to ·be less essential to 

the operation of the organization and less perva.1sve. These· 

generalizations are · suggested by the studies but are certainly 

in need of· further investigation for confirmation. 

We have found that demands are posed by social groups in 

work situations and that in adjusting to these demands, the indi

vidual creat-3s a mo·re or less adequate "fit." When ·socialization 

occurs during an individual's adult years, it usually takes place 

· in groups · formed for special purposes which are characterized by 

a ·11m1ted degree. · of intimacy. The form Which socialization takes 

in these groups is influenced by the·se purposes. In the work 

- situation, socialization 1s generally e~plicit in three ways: 

a. The things transmitted 

b. The grou~s from which they come 

· c. The reason for membership in these groups 

The demands to- which individuals must adjust at least partially 

are the product of the org_anizational structure. Soma of these 
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demands bring; about dysfunctional adjustments. Socialization in 

-~ the work situation is colored by elements of power, authority and 

·status. These are evident in the four distinguishable systems 

of behavior: the technological, formal, non-formal and informal • .. 
The domination of the work situation by one or more of these 

systems to the relative exclusion of the others influences the 

pervasivenesp and essentiality of socialization. 

In these four statements a number of words and phrases are 

·ge~eral. To the extent that sociology aims at exactitude, these 

general statements must be refined, sharpened, and made specific. 

For example, attent"ion might be given in the future to the impli

cations and precise meaning .of "limited intimacy" and "elements 

of power." 

In the Department store and in the Factory the oldest workers 

----p-a.rticipa ted · in interaction which was noticeably less intimate 

than the interaction carried on by the younger workers. This 

suggests that the intimacy of interaction (and socialization) 

- might form a continuum. Associations may ~ecome increasingly npn

primary through life. Of course, this is only suggested in the 

studies. It presents another area for future investigation. 

It appears that this study has pr.esented problems which when 

· compared .with its particular subject are equally challenging. 

Perhaps th_is is the ultimate measure of success which can be 

claimed for a:n.y examination of social phenomana. 



APPENDIX 

MEDIATED SOCIALIZATION 

At· the .heart of the definition of socialization given in · 

Section A, lies the recognition of socialization as an acquisitive 

process. The individual selectively perceives, learns, and inter

nalizes concepts and information from his social surround_ings. 

In order for this to occur, some sort of interaction between him 

and the people who make up that environment is presupposed. 

It interaction 1s seen as ·an activity which must be partici

_ pated in for socialization to occur, it would be pertinent to 

quire further into ·the nature of that activity in order 

·understand the process. Since we have established that socialization 

1s acquisitive, we ·may say that insofar~ socialization ll .£2!!,

cerned, interaction 1.! one-directional. · That is, the lessons ., 

taught, examples_ pres en te and demands posed all dari ve their 

sources externaily to the individual. 

Interaction can be carried on in many ways • . It is common 

_ to think of it as proceeding in a direct fashion. However, this 1s 

·inaccurate, - for people can never communicate with one another, 
..I 

directly. · _Some means must be used in order to form a link between 

them. · iie _receive information _through our sensas. From this poin.t 

of view all interaction, and, there~ore, all socialization, is 

mediated by something. 



There 1s another way in which interaction is mediated. 

There can be a span of time petween perception and internaliza• 

tion. ~eference 1s n~t being made here to learning. __ . Al though 

learning is necessary :for internalization to occur, one: learns 

as one makes perceptions. Repetition may be required but the 

essential element in learning is remembering. Once one has managed 

to recall an 'e_vent or experience, he has _learned .it. But after 

he has 1e·arned, he may not internalize what he has learned for 

some period of time. Often, repetition and reinforcement from 

other group members are necessary. 

Time mediates interaction (and, therefore, socialization) 1n 

another way as well. Another form of the process 1s thereby 

-· created and it is to this particular form that reference is made 

when the term Mediated Socialization is used in this~paper. 

As met- ionad above, perception and expression are separated by 

the llmitat~ons ·of ~hysiological structure. But they are separated 

1n another way in some cases. 'I1here can be a span of time between 

expression and perc·eption _just as there can be one between perception 

and internalization. This span of time is beyond the ~control of 

the perceiver. 
. ~ 

I~ addition, it separates him from the express~r 

·1n such ·a way that althou_ghhe may be affected -by the expresser, 

. the· expr~ss~r m~y not necessarily be affected by him. For this 

reason we. may say . that intaraction, mediated in this way, can be 

inter-personal but not actually within the confines of a group. 

But the group of which the perceiver 1s a member can influence 

~he effacti_ of the expressions. 



In order for this to occur, there must be an agent -which 

serves to ~ecord the expressions• and there must be a consistency 

between the independent influences, and the direct . social influences 

which constitute the demands of social groups. 

Th·e first requirement, · an agent of transm1ss.1on, exists 

in several forms. There ·1s the written word. No one would question 

that segments .of culture are transmitted through writing. But 

how does a piece of writing take part in socialization? Depending 

upon the amount of skill which is employed to _create
0 

it, a piece 

of writing can exercise tremendous influence upon the reader~ 

Take, for example, the influence Which the writings of Karl Marx, 

Sigmund Freud, and Martin Luther have had upon the way we think 

and -act today. Of course it must be recognized that such influences 

are· not at all independent of the immediate social surroundings 

in _which they are perceived, but then again, neither are the 

influences of the various primary groups • . 

'?here are other agents which-· serve to transmit the influences 

which ,make up mediated socialization. ·The so-called Mass Media 

are examples of such agents. Radio, Television and Photography 

a1i fit the same description which was used with reference to the 

written· word • . They transmit expressions over time which may have 

a socializing effect.6 

6Elk1n, PP• 70-76. 



ill .of the preceding agents were ·explicitly of a communicative 

.nature. There is not any necessity !or limiting communicative 

· capacity to things which are explicitly of that nature, however. · 

If it is to be maintained that other products of society may 

serve- the same tu.net.ion, it must be reco~ gnized thaj; expression 

can be impl1ci t in creation. One form of s_uch expression is in

t -ended. functionality. Agents which were created to satisfy some 

need by men can be objects, systems or even methods. By their 

very existence, and by the existence of their functional nature 

such agents often require certain modes of behavior which, when 

taken as elements of some greater sqcial environment, pose demands 

which must be met. :1he l)oin t is strengthened wb.en . we recognize 

that functionality is not the sole element which we find to be 

effective in nature. In addition, _each one of them 1s a manifesta-

---t1on . of some man, _namely the man who made 1 t. · As such, there is . 

an element of style which 1s assumed to exist in .its design • 

. .. Fu.nctionali ty is not so demanding that there is only one conceivable 

-way in _ which they could be construct.ad. Over long periods of time, 

manifestations of style often b~come as important as .functionality 

itself. They become internalized. _:People tend to demand stylist 

- elements because they are ~right." 
• A third aspect o:f the _role which these implicitly communicative 

agents play in socialization is that socialization proceeds on 

a system-wide level. One agent tends to re nforce the others. : 

To the extent that this is true, interaction produces a consistent 



and clearly defined set of demands and satisfaction procedures •. 

These agents are themselves often necessarily parts of a system. 

They thereby increase the extent to which their rationale compels 

the individual. Not only does the object machinis~ or method 

itself compel him, so too does its functional relationship to the 

othar parts of the system. But we must remember that the .system 

itself, as well as .everything in it, was created by men. fhe 

more men are involved, the more likely it is that cultural ele

ments from the social systems of which they are a part enter into 

the design and construction o.f the objects and systems. 5 .. tle 

and conceptions of nrightft ways of doing things are two of these 

elements. 

The point of this investigation 

socialization can be carried out 1n a manner mediated by expressive 

.products of human action. It was in tended that 1 t be re·cognized 
\ 

that social change is the only relevant determinant of time inso-

far as they are concerned. In the sect ion dealing with the d_ef1n1 tion 

of eoc1al1zation, 1ts ·s1gn1ficance was discussed. One of its 

~ost important aspects was its capacity to maintain consistency 

and predictability over periods of ~1me. It is to this function 

of socialization which its mediated form · con tributes most •. 
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